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In Our 93rd Year

"How could you swindle people who trusted you?" asked
the judge. Says the con man,
"Your Honbr, it's almost impossible to swindle people who
don't trust on."
.
Fellow says oil companies I
really amaze him. Says he
wonders when they put up a
service station how do they
know they'll find oil under it.
Heard about a lazy fellow who
never hit a lick of work unless
he was forced to. Tell off a
tractor and hurt himself and the
doctor says "I'm afraid I have
bad news for you, you'll never
be able to wOrk again."
"Thanks Doc," says the fellow,
"now, what's the bad news."
- Someone pointed out that "no
novel had been published- (in
China) since before the cultural
revolution, and reading fare is
limited to the propaganda of
and
newspapers
official
magazines, technical books,
and as always,quotations from
Chairman Mao."
U you want to see a pefectly
shaped tree, take a look at the
California Redwood in the Bank
Murray yard.-No leaves as
'yet, just the branches.
lie too on in
kept our"-13iik Tree out on the Hazel high—thi.s side
way near Halfway,just
of Midway. It sits back from the
highway and has a near perfect
shape.

The "Bu-Mac Boys" of Murray are, left to right, Gary McClure, pianist, recognized last week at
Mrs. Bobbie Garrison's piano recital as an honor student, Randy McClure and Kent Bucy, seniors at
Calloway High School, Harold Bucy,and Tony McClure. They will be the guest singers at the second
annual high school day at the Mid-Continent Baptist College, Mayfield, on Friday, April 14. They
will also sing for the dedication service of the new addition at the Mt. Carmel Baptist Church oe
Suaileyv-AprilA atiwep.ts. where allffreboysiurre their metithership. `flits grotni of Calloway and
New Coneard-fiehool gospel singers has appeared at various churches, schools, and nursing homes
in Western Kentucky and Tennessee.

-Stan Key Day" will be held
Wednesday night, April 12, at 7
p.m. in the Murray State
University Student Union
Ballroom.
The event, honoring Stan
Key, a native of Hazel, is
sponsored by the Hazel City
Council and the Hazel Woman's
Club.
The dinner will honor Key for
his outstanding performance on
the University of Kentucky
Basketball team for the last
three years, according to Hazel
officials. UK Coach Adoph Rupp
will be present at the
ceremonies.
Bob Miller, Calloway County
, will be Master_OL - JUNIOR CLASS TO PRESENT PLAY—"A typical bon/scene at Walt Whitman High." This is a
Judge.
scene from "Room 222," the play to be presented by the Murray High School junior class at 8 p.m.
Ceremonies for the event.
this Thursday night. Left to right are: Keith Farrell, Mark Compton, Anne Erwin, Daveen Perry,
Roderick Reed,Jan Shnffett, Cathy Christopher, Ted Forrest and Larry Robinson.

Lynn Grove PTA To

The ' Lynn Grove ParentAlthough many adults in
Teacher Association will
Calloway County chose to cut
sponsor intramural basketball
down on their expenditures
games on Friday, April 14, at
the last year or two while •
during
8:30 p.m. at the school.
waiting for the economic
Games will be played betclimate to improve, their teenween the different grades at the
agers did not. They continued to
school. Cheerleaders for each
be leading the live it up.
room will
. These free -spending
cheering section. Refreshments
at the con- youngsters were not bothered in
available
be
will
congressional redistricting verthe slightest by all this talk
cession stand.
sion.
about inflation, big taxes and
The admission will be 25 and
Haricock's memorandum said
the high cost of living.
a PTA
to
according
cents,
50
the population deviation risked
Because their parents, in
spokesman.
court rejection under the one
most cases, had bigger incomes
man, one vote principle.
than in other years and „were
Asked it he intends to try to Plays To Be Presented
ablVio give them larger
explain the deviation, he reallowances, they had more
plied:
money at their command than
On
Hazel
Friday
At
"I'm not certain there are
ever before, an estimated
any real grounds for explaining
The Seventh and Eighth $2,951,000.
it."
And out it went; but fast---14
ades of -Hazel School will
Gov.-Wendell FOrd`f-OWIce 43resent plays-et-the sodrol oft never—hod a chance to
apparerdly is prepara-thi- Friday, April 14, at 7:70 p.m.. holes in their pockets.
event Hancock refuses to de' . The plays include a -:Salute
The expenditures centered,
fend the congressional redistto the_ Nia" and "'The Un- -fer_the Most part, on enricting act—
varnished Truth" by the tertainrnent, food and hobbies,
It has drawn up a list of at- seventh grade, and " Take-off with cars and gas high on the
torneys it may hire. One re- On T.V. Commercials- and list for boys and grooming items
portedly is former Gov. Bert "Clever Caddy", by the eighth in the top spot for girls.
The evaluation of the teen-age
grade.
Continued on Page Eight)
market is based upon the findings of the Youth Research

Hancock May Decline
To Defend Remap Plan
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) There are indications Atty.
Gen, Ed Hancock will decline
to defend the state's new congressional redistricting act,
which faces its test of. con,
stitutionality beginning today.
The attorney general said
Monday that when a threejudge federal court convenes at.
Covington,"We will appear,and
at that time give our position."

_ _Febaw says. a.lot of those
"lOve triangles" turn littO"wreck-tangles"

position, but pointed out, "The
situation- here is almost the
way it was back in 1970" when
a special session was held to
enact a legislative reapportionment act.
The attorney general at that
time, John Breckinricige, had
viewed the bill as unconstitutional and declined to assume a defending role when a
suit against it was filed in U.S.
;
ilea
the legislative act

,Inight Is wasEventually
voided and the 1972 General Assembly ordered to draw
This'up another one,
-Award-Winner done.

-Nre-e-ifilt-tOdelirorn. Mrs. JoMathis' class out at Calloway,
Hancock confirmed in a tele• ,Sammy S. Knight, son of Mr.
High. The students were atand Mrs. Sam Knight, South vision interview he had written
tentive and asked some good
1291, has been named as the a memorandum during the past
recipient of the Outstanding session expressing grave doubts
Note Award by the Kentucky about'constitutionality of the
Law Journal.
- This presentatibb was made
recently atthe annual KontuekyLaw Journal Banquet held at
the club house of Spindletop
Right Rev. David Benson
near
Research Center
Frank Case, ,who owned the
Three._persons injured.-izt Reed,- -riewiy-installed Bishop
-- - -Lexington,
famed Algonquin Hotel In New
accidents, were treated at the Coadjutor of the Episcopal
Knight, a law student at the
York, was aghast one day when
emergency room of the Murray- Meese- cif -Kentucky. Will be
Kentucky,
of
University
a man brought in a large
Calloway
County Hospital, making his first visit to Murray,
received the award for a full
German Shepherd dog. He fed
according to hospital officials. Wednesday, April 12.
inlength
of
scholarly article
the dog from a plant, and gave
Burna Schroader of Dexter
Bishop Reed, a _native of
terest to the legal profession.
him a drink of water from a
Route One was treated at 1:30 Tulsa, Oklahoma, was elected
"note" was entitled
Knight's
goblet. Leaving, the man asked
p.m. for an injury of the Bishop Coadjiitor by the
"Criminal Absenteeism Under
if the dog could come in a again.
forehead. At 6:30 p.m. Sharon Diocese of Kentucky at a
Military Law."
"Yes," Case said, "If he
King of Hester Hall Girls special diocesan convention last
Knight is a graduate of
doesn't bring you with him."
Dormitory, Murray State June. He will serve as assistant
and
Murray High School
University, was treated for an to Bishop C. Gresham Marmion
Murray State University and is
HUBCAPS STOLEN
injury of the knees. Nolan until
Marmion's
Bishop
on
Army
U.S.
the
a
in
Captain
Two hubcaps were taken off
Adams of 515 South 7th Street retirement at which -time
law
attend
to
leave
excess
and
eight
between
Ford
1966
a
received treatment for an in- Bishop Reed will becofhe the
eleven p.m. Saturday while the school. He is married to the jury of the back.
sixth Episcopal Bishop of
Murray,
of
Cowin
Nancy
car was parked behind Corvette former
The three were reported Kentucky:
will
and
children
young
two
has
report
the
to
according
Lanes,
injured in automobile acFrom 1964 until February 1972
filed with. the Murray Police receive his law degree from UK cidents.
'Bishop
Reed was the bishop of
Department at 5:30 p.m. next month.
Izrene
Monday by the owner,
Cain, 113 North '9th Street, Young People in Business
Murray.

Owensboro Minister
To Speak At Luncheon

Persons Treated

The, Rev. Tom Wade,
the Missionary Diocese of 4Associate_Minister of First
-- Presbyterian, Owensboro, will
Colombia, South America.
A series' of special services. he the 12:30 Wednesday lunand informal get-togethers have cheon speaker at the United
been planned in order that Campus Ministry. He is a
Bishop Reed will become member of the Presbyterian.
acquainted with the members of Television and Broadcasting
St. John's Episcopal Church Commission and has been
and this area of Kentucky.
responsible for producing radio
The following schedule of spats in Nashville, utilizing the
activites has been set up:
services of name artists in the
Wednesday, April 12, at 12:30 recording field.
p.m. - United Campus Ministry,
''The Church Conununicat
luncheon. The public is In The 70s" will be his topic.
welcome to attend: 5:30 p.m. - Everyone is invited to attend
the luncheon. Cost is 75 cents
(Continued on Page Eight)
and it is open to the public.

JACKSON PURCHASE Considerable cloudiness and
mild through Wednesday night
with chance of showers and a
few thundershowers, most
numerous Wednesday. I,ow
tonight mid 50s, high Wednesday mid 70s. Thursday decreasing cloudiness and mild.
Kentticky
_
Occasional showers and scattered thundershowers continWednesday.
uing
through
Warm through Wednesday.
Highs this afternoon and
Wednesday in the upper 60s
and low 70s. Lows tonight in
the upper 50s to mid gis.
Kentucky
Extended outlook Thursday
through Saturday
Chance of showers Thursday
and again Saturday. Warm
Thursday, turning Cooler Friday and Saturday'llighs Thursday in the 80s, and in the upper
50s and 60s Friday and Saturday. Lows in the 50s Thursday,
and in the 40s Friday and Sat-

By LEON HARP
Ledger & TimesSpeelal Writer
Michael C. Johnson, 23, of
sole
Almo,
Kentucky,
proprietor of the General Store
at 1415 Olive Blvd., believes that
experience is the best teacher.
Although a native of Alm,
Johnson has traveled widely
across the United States. He is a
and
enthusiast
camping
motorcycle racing hobbiest. He
has had-- one year of undergraduate work at East
Tennessee State University and
is now attending Murray State
Uolversity on a part-time basis
as a communications major.
Johnson claims that with the
economy as it is a really good
job is hard to find. So, he
decided to create his own job.
With an initial investment of
$1,000 and some bank financing,
on Feb. 21 The

Michael C. Johnson
The store ,specializes in
leather goods, but stocks,
jewelry, army surplus, and
clothing articles as well.
Uniqueness prevails in that 80
per cent of all goods sold, excluding clothing; are handcrafted by art majors from
Murray State University: In
Johnson's words: "By selling
handcrafted goods _the retail
prices are Much lower because
I deal directly, with the
rnanufactur , so to speak.
Mere is no riddle inan'to deal
with. University students don't

know. And "beside, by selling
handcrafted goods, art majors
get a chance to display their
works and possibly sell them for
a profit."
The . store attracts mostly
university and high school
students, but would like more
trade from local people 'of The
area. Johnson depends on the
talents
of
"minihis
manufacturers." He says: "If
you can't find it and we don't
stock it, we'll have it made for
you." This service usually takes
about a day.
Johnson plans on remodeling
this summer. Along with this.
on an
the . store will take
oriental flavor with a nevi
shipment of water pipes (used
for .smoking, only water
_cooled), incense, and lanterns
that burn scented fuel.
Money that is made from the
business is used for school and
living expenses. Johnson has no
other income..When asked how
he likes- being in business.,
Johnson.. ;said: "This is': am
once is t

the

Apparel

their summer vacations. The

Masuilactioor-s--Association and rest of it comes from cash gifts
others.
The consensus is that the Tilt
million teen-agers in the United
States earned, received and
spent nearly $20 billion in the
past year.
It represents a rate of $730
perie.aror nearly $14 per week
for those in the 13 to 19 set. The
young ones get less than that
and the older ones more.
At that average rate, the 4,042
in Calloway County who are in
t -age bracket are spending
.some $2,,951,000 a year in local
shops.
Many of the teen-agers in the
area earn part of this nioney for
working after school and during

and weekly, allowances in'
amounts adjusted to their
needs.
To retail merchants, of even
greater importance than the
sales to their . teen-age
customers is the strong influe-nco the youngsters exert on
facility purch'ises generally.

CAPE KENNEDY,'Fla. ( AP)
- The Apolla 16 astronauts un-.
derwent their final major physical examination today while
technicians corrected a small
gas leak in the spaceship they._
are to ride to the moon Sunday.
A team of doctors began a
four-hour examination of John
W. Young, Charles M. Duke Jr.

iind Thomas ,K. Mattingly II to
-determine 'their-fitness for
flight and to gather baseline
data for in-flight and post-flight
comparison.
At the launch-pad, a Crew
changed a flexible line that had
beetilhe soiirce if a slow leak
of nitrogen gas in a science
equipment bay in the command
ship.
The problem, described as
minor, had no affect on the
countdown, which continued
smoothly toward the planned
liftoff time of 12:54 p.m. Sunday.
Mattingly can recall a similar physical examination nearly two years ago when it was
discovered he had been exposed
to German measles. As a result
he lost a seat on the Apollo 13
flight three days before launching. He was replaced by a
backup pilot.

Nationally, it is estimated,
more than $45 billion of family
buying, ranging from cars thfurniture and - From food • ...
vacation trips, is affected. • -In Calloway County, in line
with the overall findings, this
influence applies to purchases
of about- 46,640,000 a year.

(Continued on Page Eight)

The Weather
(Editor's Note: This is the
second in a series of articles
aboutdoehg people in Calloway
County who have gone into,
business for themselves.)

Institute,

James P. Miller

James P. Miller
-Is Church Speaker
James P. Miller
Green is preaching
Trieeting this week,
at the West Murray Church of
Christ. Services are eacp
evening at 7:30.
Bro. Miller was born and
reared at Hazel and much of his
earlier preaching was done in.
this section. He is well known
for his preaching and speaking
engagements and the public is
invited to attend, according to a
on

Niran

Kentucky State Trooper
inStephenson
Charles
vestigated a one truck accident
which occurred this morning
about five o'clock on Highway
121, Mayfield Road, five miler
north of Murray.
A 1970 Chevrolet one ton truck
loaded with used tlres enro
from St. Louis, Mo., to No
Carolina, was traveling to-war
Murray when it ran off the road
hit a fence on the Ronnie Bazzel
property, and turned over on i top, according to the stat
trooper.
Driver of the truck wa •
James Harold Wilson of Route
One, Newton Grove, N. C. , wh
was not injured. The owner an
passenger in thr truck, Fred C
Hairr of Clinton. N.C., wa •
slightly injured. Wilson was
charged with reckless drivin
public
Hairr
with
and
drunkenness after the accident
Trooper
to
according
•
Stephenson.
The accident _Deem/4(.4 '
. Hale home
front of the °Wayne
'The tires- were dumded over
portion of the 'Alea after the
accident. Tne truck was tow

Amateur Radio Club To
Sandra Hargrove

Plan For 'Field Day'

The Murray State University
Amateur Radio Club will elect
officers for the coming year at
the meeting to be held Wednesday, April 12, at 7;30 p.m. at
the" Rath
are . asked to attend, a
spokesman said.
Plans will also be formulated
Sandra liargruve of Calloway
County High School was rated for the 'Emergency Field Day
superior in the Kentucky High,. planned for Saturday and
School Speech Tournament Sunday. June 24 and 25. This.
April 7 and 8 at the University of will be a 24-hour simulated'
comradio
• ....
emergency
Kentucky.
munication test, according to
Miss Hargrove-was selected
as one of the five finalists in the members of the Radio Club.
Interpretation of Prose. She is
CORRECTION
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sammy Kelley- should have
James Hargrove, Murray.
been listed in the article in
Five other students from
Calloway participated in the Monday's Ledger .8c Times
tournament. They received which nailed the Murray
"excellent" ratings but did not Middle School students selected
to, appear in the all .district
qualify for the final round of
junior band. young Kelley was
competition.
• the first chair
.
Darrell Gibson ('ompleted-in selected for
the Storytelling category, David cornet.,
Hall and Gary, Mohler in
The name of Charles Bazzell,
second chair tenor. saxophone, •
Broadcasting, .Laura Sills in
the artn le
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Ten Years Ago Today
LIMO" & TIMES MI

Deaths reported are Mrs. Lewis Byerly,‘85, of
New Concord, and Will C. Nanny, ag 1147,:Murray
Route One; who both died this
Bill Paicooger Melton,
Moody,- David
Manning, and
David Gr
are pictured as
tion contest at the
witmeraill'the spring_
Ledger-& Tithes lbthe
--e4
- -11-Urray.
Bill Furgerson utd
Hewitt of Murray State
Coaching staff were
speakers at the meeting of
the Murray Liong/tlub held at thelVomaifs Club
House.
Mrs. Billy Biumell and Mrs. Buddy Sykes returned
home Saturday after spending five dayswith their
husbands who are stationed with the U.S: Artily at
ea Chaffee, Ask.,

20 Years Ago Todcry
LEDGE& a TIKES PUS ,

Fr-

By HOWARD BENEDICI'AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE KENNEDY,Fla.(AP)
- Apollo 16's astronauts have
definite ideas about why man
should continue to explore the
moon and why their method is
superior to Russia's unmanned
soil collectors.
John W. Young, CharlesM.
Duke Jr. and Thomas K. MatII were asked in interviews why astronauts continue
to go back to the moon and to
compare the Apollo exploration
with that of Russia's Luna 16
and Luna 20, each of which returned to earth with a few
ounces of lunar soil.
"I just say go to the scientific
community around the world
and I'll guarantee there's not
one outside of Russia who
would trade his sample of
Apollo moon material for the
material brought back by the
"
' UM-as," Duke declared.
"It's not that the Lunas were
,
'not remarkable feats, but they
have returned only a few
ounces and we have several
skiferw's
pounds of carefully selected
and documented rocks," he
said. "We have lots of extra
knowledge based on crew ob,.servations wheil they pick..iW

tr144459v,
WAYS OF LIFE IRRECONCILABLE

Much Divides Taiwan, China_

Buddy Anderson was the winner of the Four-H
Tractor Driving contest held at the Murray
In the communique issued at the
gradually easing to draw native resiLivestock company yards.
devils into-the government.-Private
end of President Nixon's-viSit to Pek"T.O.,'-turner brought in an early bouquet of ing, both the United States of Amer.- ownership -and free enterpi•ise have
Macs," from the column, "Seen & Heard Around
ica and Conimunist China based their
given the people of Taiwan a living
-Murray."
view of the Taiwan question on the
standard far ahead of that of their
Bids will be owne_d_on April 23 _f_Qr the surfacing, principle-that- there- is only- -*--- tiarie-L---maintancl cousins.
project on the Murray-Tennessee State line road
China." From that point, their indi- An atmosphere of, security has enfrom the city limits of Murray to the Temessee_
- _couraged ,itives_tmrnt ..in 'Taiwan ,by
vidual views diverged widely. 4
stateTnie.
Japan, the.
ates-tathet
icaithre
e position
s_and EuThe Uni_t
entSiitlai
_eved
---MtsgrAtfir-Fentorr, student te-S€ Idcuy uf the 'that the
Her '15
-Wm* ailsig—ein Indiana, is viiibig -her lather,
people are productfi7ely contributing
Mainland China and Taiwan must 'be
H.J. Fenton,
achie.vedTby a —peaceful settrernerrt-- -- -to an econOmy'that-last -year'gener-

4.0aRan,

.
who will land on the
- moon with Duke, added:
"In addition to the documented rocks collected, each of
the Apollo crews has emplaced
a science station. The instrument
stations
will
send back information for
years and enable us to learn
much about the properties of
the moon. From the study of
moonquakea,--we might learn

Toted causes earthquakes. We'll matt thatiflt live- in, and how
-learn more about the magnetic best to plan for the future beproperties of the moon.
cause we are learning what
"You can't find out things went on in the past," Duke
like that with an unmanned sat- said.
ellite that brings back a few
"Apollo 16 will be the first
grams of lunar material," landing in the moon's highYoung said. "Ten unmanned lands," Young stated. "Here
spacecraft couldn't match what we hope to find definite evione of our Apollo crews does." dence that the moon once had
Mattingly said he would oper- volcanoes which could in turn
ate an elaborate array of cam-:44011-us-a-great deal about the
eras and scientific instruments origin of the moon and our sowhile orbiting the moon alone. lar system.
"I'll be able to make obser"You have to go to geologivations and judgments that no cally different areas on the
unmanned satellite could moon if you are to understand
make," he noted. "On Apollo its total history," he added.
15, for example, Al Worden "What we learn from these
spotted and photographed what rocks and from our study of the
appeared to be cinder cones moon probably won't mean a
and provided a good indication great deal to the man on the
that volcanoes once existed on street for a long time. But it'll the moon."
certainly mean something to
Apollo 16 is scheduled for his children. And it may even
launching April 16. Why go make the difference between
Making it And not making it for
back?
grandthildren.".
-.!!_lfata-laiat a lot -Of critical
"The study of the moon's
comment from the public like,
'Man, it's just another bag of. geology one day is going to
rocks," Duke replied. "It is not help us better know where minjust another bag of rocks. It is eral and energy resources can
a bag of rocks that helps unra- be found on earth," Mattingly
vel the secret of the _whole said. -It's a long-term proposition, but the more man knows
creation of our solar system.
"Thus rocks have bus lying about*.what!a-jkoingeo-in-lhe
r
an
ace, unchs- uulversk the more we"-Teliiin,g
turbed roost respects for blls Akbe—ale to. handle problems
lions of years," he said. "And like an energy crisis on earth.
"I think the first four landing
there is a history in those
-rocks
that we would never be able to missions have really posed
uncover from earth rocks be- more questions about the moon
cause of erosion and other dy- than they-'ve answered," he
namic processes going 'en on continued. "Each time we raise
a new question, we seek an ati.
earth.
"From the study ot these swer. Once you get all the little
moon rocks we can better un- answers, you can finally arrive'
derstand the complex environ- at the complete answer."
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In Murray City Cemetery Our
GENERAL-4410111MCES
'three day old infant is buried. At
Ail Ages Admitted
herhead sat a monument with a dove on top. A white dove, the
ated $4 billion in foreign trade - the
worked out by the Chinese themPARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED
Some Material May Not B.
symbol of
.that Taisame amoint of trade that Commu.
_selves. Peking.says simplY
Per'
of peace.
$40illitlifer-fte-TesnelPrs
notL
- Wall- rnust--'-be "Iffsellitdill---it-selt--an--, nisi ttina
;
3441-4 - interpreted--cosseetly by
her 800minion
othinnus term. Liberation.
-the
'
someone.- Souse- -unknown
.
illeaTaiCTOO
thoughts GE Mao, is tiwaYs the job of
To corishier this bUstling island of,_
Under 17 ramstrat ecrlsomyklil_
vandal
who
had
no
sense
a
far
ait
not
liberty
liberty;
only
use
Ye have been called.unto
Fulani
or Adult stardom
armies. enterprising peopre as7i.re
ne-China" " `whet Is'eaered up,4
occasion to the flesh.-Galatians 5:13.
`•
hammer
or
dame
sudi
Inwith the sociely_skelockivork_automa. The U.S.. pledge to keep its defense
Freedom always entsiill responsibility. I may justifiably do as I
strtunent
and
broke'
the
dove
•
should.
as
I
tons• whi
commifinent to Nationalist china and
the Vv-o
-ird recently taw
. please only when it is my pleasure to do
into pieces.
to keep our armed forces on Taiwan
perton ng before news cameras on
NO ONE UNDER"17 ADMITTED
It makes one stop and wonder
(Ape limit may vary -In certain areas)
- until "tension" in the area diminishes • the
inese mainland is to--substitute
just what type of person would
poses a roadblock to any ambition by
h. ory fOr reality,. to confuse governdo such a thing, and how they
benefited from-'such destruc•
Pekin
to "liberate" Taiwan bv
ents with the people they govern.
r. MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION Of AMER
—
by_ Cart ItHtlet-Jr.
tion.
f
By some 'feat of statesmanship it
oweveg, there are factors that
We shmilli -net seciFit the man whose work per
-Fialked
with-the-1
make a peaceful settlemento
May be possible to relax the political
men at the cemetery and was
formance is mediocre. He may improve. The man
Taiwan issue among the
se - tension between Peking and -Tailieh,
told that such damaging of
who deserves our contempt is he who holds back the
themselves as formidable a .itical
but the real tension that separates
monuments, vases, urns, etc.
world an_d_Liemetuates all that is mlinar.,,the man ."--iwoblem-as—the thititary
whit.th
Taiwanit he mainland may be----- was a common- Occurance.
who is an experienced mediocrity—like-- the
It is my understanding that
act,,of governCommit,. __ unreponsive
our _position presents
ccingressman who always votes the partyline and
the cemetery is patroled by our
nists.
ments. That is simply the natural tencourse
invariabl corders roast duck when he sights it on a
Open 7 Nite11-1:00Sat&Sun.
In spite of the c tural magnetism
sion' between freedom and regimentsc:nr
i 'tP°131eie:t'altDiut of there. °I"
4
•••• •••••••••••• •••• • S...'
• menu, in hopes it may be the lame duck he would s making the peo
tion, between the ideal of people
of Taiwan and the
As there are only two enTonftovA§:ii:
•
rather eat than be.
mainland
of themselves as part
working for -.themselves and people
trances into the cemetery why
-• •
"The middling man fearst
not put gates up at the enof a single
working for the glorification of the
"SOMETIMES A GREAT
a, more than,20 years
- many things, especially change."
trances to be locked during the
Of Sepa r. tion has created what for all
state.
•
.
NOTAON"(PG)
i
—Dictionary of Opinions
night. If the two gates were put
pra
al purposes are two nations of
What Separates Taiwan from the
up and locked at dusk. it would
St
g distinction and contrast.
relieve the city police from
. - mainland is not 9f,t miles of water nor
Starts Tomorrow
Starts Tomorrow
The Chinese and' native Formosans
the conflicting claims of sovereignty
patroling the area and also keep _
,on Taiwan have experienced social,: of governments in Tafpeh and Pek-_ --vandals from entering.
for 3 Weeks
fQr 7 Days
and political freedoms largely- forgot-'
ing. It is the 'immeasurable -distance
By SUSAN SWARD
out
that
such
_Since
finding
thing she can do herself.'''
ten on the mainland. The autocratic
between two irreconcilable ways of
Associated Press Writer
vandalism is a common ocThe highway patrol presented
Winner of
POLLARD FLAT,Calif.( AP) Mrs. Wood with a corrimunity
currance some action needs to'
rule of Chiang Kai-shek has been . • life.
__.
- Evelyn Wood is known as service award last week for her
be_ 'taken to correct this
the highway angel for a remote help during her eight years in
situation.
_stretch of freeway that cuts Pollard Flat.
All cemeteries to .me are
through the tiny Northern Caliplaces for peace to abide and
Shasta County Dejiuty Sheriff
fornia'hamlet of Pollard Flat.
yet enn, the very symbol of
Steve King describes the-role
"There's no way of knowing Mrs. Wood plays at the scene
peace was destroyed. I'm sure
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Fifteen Department of Public,Safe/ look for in an arson
ACADEMY
how many lives she's actually of an accident this way: "I men were sworn in as Ken-' and on special peace office vestigation.
we are not the only ones to be
The 15 investigators have heart broken by such actions of
saved," said. California High- first met Evelyn Wood on a tucky's first arson investigators applicants. Such arson an
AWARDS
background investigations were been stationed throughout the humans with no sense of what is
way-Petrol Lt. W.H. Curry.
cold wet dfy. ifiki;Jantiary of, in four years, Friday, March 31,
state, with some men respon- held sacred.
formerly
handled
by
the
But he said she has pulled 1966. I talkto
state
weeks
of
conlialeting
four
after
eit
person disible_pfirstunany as 14 counties. .- -Perhaps this letter will bring
police.
dozens of people from burning recting traffic arotind an ;sect-- intensive training.
The arson bureau, which Young pointed out that this. -responses from other people
wrecks, given first aid, mouth- dent and found Much. to my
They wasted iso time getting
%nth Undo
and the critters
Nom Joni Chandler Pilerris'etlemee We&
operates out of the state Fire -quite a large job since there are who have had this type of
to-mouth resuscitation and' di- surprise it was a dark haired to work.
in
arsons
suspected
.700
nearly
Marshall's
office,
was
recently
while
waiting
for
rected traffic
The following Monday, a
disturbance to occur, and to
lady underneath all that rain
Walt Disney's
ambulances and highway pa- gear."
=Specious fire in Shelbyville reinstituted by Gov. Wendell Kentucky each year. He said he prompt that some action be
men
PETESNiiSIANOV1OI
trolmen to arrive at the scenes
• was investigated atzLWilliatn Ford as part of an effort to free planned to ask for more
taken.
After learning -Vom Mrs. Young, chief of the new Bureau state policement for more
acadents.
Thank you for your interest
"I'M just here and when Wood that she had already noti- of Arson Investigation, Wai pressing duties. The shift in
and encouragement, and also
people need help, it's given," fied an ambulance,the haViway pleasantly surprised with the responsibility
was
first . 50 Per Cent Lower
for the intention of printing this
TlfreOTTOMS/ffiNIONSAI.U3a
proposed by the governor
said Mrs. Wood, 48)She is the patrol and a towing company result.
BOSTON(AP)- Dr. John H. letter.
alP1.0149:01 CLOPS WORM
Tits11‘11 IA!
owner of a small cafe in this about the accident, King said
"They are really. good," he during the gubernatorial-r"Knowles, former director of
CTil="04110..../ P7MOGOPROM04
• community of 17 persons along his first thought was, "What said. "They turned in reports campaign and, _ among a Massachusetts General HospiRespectfully,
itely at 7:15 b
Interstate 5-the main highway am I doing here? Everything is and diagrams that couldn't number of planned state agency tal, says the incidence of surMrs. Walter P. Hutchens LARRY SAMIURIRY...211soccwosai
—Matinees
at I:15
Wiaseeta
-between California and Ore- well under control.",
have been done any better if an reorganizations, is the first to gery among members of some
6
. 44,
JAMS*
gon-230 miles north of San
old pro had done them. I guess be put into effect.
litir.-Fri.-Sat.--&prepaid health groups is as
Sun.
XI
[°.,r---.
Although his men have much as 50 per cent lower than
Frenetic°.
that schooling really paid off."
Short-Circuit
McGovern Robbed
Plus
3:00
Sat.
it
Sun.
"If more people helped one
The schooling Young referred completed their designated that of the general population.
'training
period, Young said the
another,- It.would probably be. a
LOS ANGELES(AP)- Sen. to was conducted bp the state
"Apparently, where fee-for-,, NIAGARA FALLS,Ont.(AP)
better place to live," she George McGovern's California-,
'police training bureau at the upcoming year "will be a service is involved, the physiTourists enjoying a sunny
A Prog. Info. 753-3694
added, "It only takes a few campaign for the Democratic Police Academy in Frankfort. training period"- for them. He cian may admit patientaus
rday found their attention diverminutes to help somebody,
ted from the grandeur of(the
presidential nomination has suf- Capt. William McKinney, head plans to devote about three days essarily or perform
_
you might need help yo
fered a $3,000 loss to thieves, of the training bureau, said the every few months to "in-service sary surgery," ICtiOwlifs
cataracts Sunday.•sometime."
An utloccupied car, parked
spokesmen say.
. course' was planned from training" so the men cen ask "Vihen doctors are on 'salary,
Open 6:30-Start 1:00o Adults 1.25.Children Ire
"The cafe she and her husand
"designed questions on "what they feel there is no such vested econom- near the Horseshoe Falls,
Campaign workers placed scratch
Wind Nick nin is the only that estimate on seven electric specifically for the task the they are short in." They will ic interest."
turned its light on. Then the
* TONITE thru WEDNESDAY *
also attend serninarS at the"' In.'an interview', Knowles, lenses shattered.
place with a telephone for typewriters, a television set • officers will perform.MAMA PCTUPWS Pftunti
miles in either direction," said and other equipment stolen ' Besides investigating fires University of Kentucky in June who will become president of
Then the horn began to blow. a *OM
LAMAR.%
WhIC
,
01,
Curry. "Motorists'll run in over the weekend from Cam- and explosiont that appear to dealing with arson in- the Roekefelter_ Foundation
The engine started.
The car burst into flames and
there and want to report IV ac- paign' headquarters here. Police be of a criminal nature, the vestigation.
July 1, said prepayment and
4n addition, the men will be salaried-physicians are needed- the windshield exploded.
rcident and Mrs. Wood'll call the said there was no'sign of forced arson bureau will conduct
instructiok
1
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Miss LaDonna R. Lyons Becomes Bride Of
Ronnie Llioycl In Lovely. Ceremobi:At
rSeventh And Poplar Church Of Christ
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Tuesday, April] 11
Tlw Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will meet at
the home of Mrs. Peter Whaley,
-802 Guthrie Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
The Baptist Young Women of
the Sinking Spring Church are
scheduled to meet at seven

Wife wants
bigger diamond

the first
i's highl. "Here
nite evi:once had
1 in turn
ibout the
d our so-

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.
The Gamma Gamma Clhipter
of Beta Signia Phi will meet at
the home of Mrs. Anita Thomas
at seven p.m.

—11y Abigaii—VanBiiin
DEAR ABBY: When my husband and I were married 28
years ago, he gave me the smallest diamond I had ever
seen. I was glad to get any sized diamond at the time, but
as the years passed, my husband became more prosperous
and I kept hoping be would replace it with a larger one. He
never did.
On my -25th wedding gimiversary I gave him a fine
piece of jewelry which I saved for out -of mi houkeholci
•
. a
allowance. He gave me 25 roses!,
Soon after, I lost the diamond out of my little ring. My
husband promised to buy me another one, but he didn't. U
we passed a jewelry store
;I'd stop to look in the window, but my husband wouldwalk sway_ _
Last Christmas my,husband put a tiny box under the
tree. When I opened- it I found my old 'ring with the tiny
diamond replaced! I tried to put it on my finger, but-Iliad
- -gained -some-weight-anci-it-wottidnat
box and it hasn't been out since.
•
•
What do I do? Go to work and earn enough money to
buy myself a nice diamond ring? Make my little ring larger and wear It,
My husband could well afford to buy me a bigger dia-
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The New Concord ParentTeachers Club will meet at the
school at seven p.m.
Wednesday, April 12
The Kick Off Breakfast for
the women of the Oaks Country
.Club will be held at nine a.m.
followed by golf and bridge.

•
.
•
•
rrerat-d.

FIFTY

DEAR FIFTY: Face it. Yoe-;
- husbanit is not likely to
you a bigger diamond unless you ask him to. If it's that
important to you and he can afford it, ask him. Besides,
diamonds are not only a girl's best friend, they're also a
good investmentt,

The
Concord
New
Homernakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Loman Bailey
at one p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie L. Boyd

)E

en

-

Sun.
GREA

'G)

Evening circles of the WSCS
of the First United Methodist
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. as
follows: Hannah with Mrs.
Norris Gorrell, 1707 Auciabon;
Ruth Wilson,' with Mrs. Fred
Schultz, 802 Olive Street;
Wesleyan with Miss Doris
Rowland, 308 Irvan Street.
The ladies day luncheon will
be .served at noon at the
Calloway Country Club. Make
reservations by Monday by
calling Mrs
Charles Shuffett
753-4560 or Mrs. Chad Stewart
753-5885. Bridge chairmen are
Mrs. James Hart and Mrs.
Hugh Oakley.
The Arts and Crafts Club will
at the home of Mrs.
meet'
Greene 0. Wilson, Lynn Grove
Road, at 2:30 p.m.

Welcome Wagon Newcomers
annual dessert and card party
7:30 p.m. Woodmen of the World
Tickets 81;00 from, any
club member or call 'Mrs.
Thomas Muehleman at 753-4126.
Please bring your own cards.

The
Harris
.Grove
The WSCS of the Mason's Homemakers Club will meet at
Chapel " United Methodist the Craft House at one p.m.

Miss LaDonna R. Lyons, accessories and a corsage of
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ora white carnations with pink trim.
Reception
Lee Lyons of 415 North Fifth
Following the ceremony the
Street, Murray, became the
bride of Ronnie L. Boyd, son of reception was held in the social
Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd and hall of the church.
The bride's table was covered
the late Elmoi.Boyd of Murray
Route Two,on Saturday, March with a yellow cloth under white
25, at the Seventh and Poplar lace and centered with an
arrangement of spring flowers Church -of-Christ.
Bro. Roy Beasley read the in a tall urn flanked by yellow
ring canctles in aii-Fir elders.
detiEi
impressive
The three tiered wedding
ceremony at seven o'clock in
the evening. The ceremony was cake, by Sammons' Bakery,
DEAR ANGRY: Your wife did inform you of her deciread as the couple stood in front was topped with three bells and
sion NOT to have any more children. Her method of preof the wrought iron fifteen decorated with green and white
.venting further pregnancies seems to me a personal mitt_torw'
branched candelabra flanked flowers. Yellew_ ue_d_Areen _ _
sinee-414 her-ziody.-11-yeu are--thinking of "leavin'
this reaiMr:thlititarder.-Therewhite-urns Or yellow MUT-Amust be a better
_
b--- tenal
white giaclidi and greafieaves. punekbowle along_
yellow
Marked
with
caket-decorated
were
pews
family
. zDEAR ABBY: Nly-linalianil is a policeman, and he'$ one
flowers and green leavm,satin bows.
*tit
ottlik-best. Altho he is required to wotk 8 hotu-s a day, he
- The music for the wedding mints, and nuts. averages 10 to 12 hours per day.
gerviag- et •- - - the- reception
--my-provienr.,My husband tim no
relax. Vidien
wars bY 'recordings PlaYed nY
were Mrs. Betty Travis, Mrs.
Harry Russell
he is home someone is always coming to our door a talk to
Julia Cain, and Mrs: Wanda
Bride's Dress
him about "the law." And when he's not talking to someone
who has come to see him rig is on the teltphone with
The bride, given in marriage Boyd. Melly and Kathy
someone else who calls to talk to him about a matter
by her father, was lovely in her Travis, cousins of the bride,
having to,do with his job. He never gets any rest.
wedding gown of white peau de distributed rice bags from a
The mllce department-tarn-not Clow us to have a-prPSole design4d with an empire- white wicker basket Irtnuned
a• •
A
hit • a
• . siao. •
•
4,11.
• • • -onti-grasta.leaces.
or privacy is to leave the house
outlined with a lace ruffle, a
After the reception the couple
Abby, will you please tell readers that if they want to
stand-up collar, and long setein
left for a wedding trip to Lake
to a policeman to please go down to the station and
sleeves (lace) ending with a Barkley Lodge with the bride
semeeno who_is_on_ ditty?. A policeman earns his
Wit
lace ruffle,The---baoka--Initt pale blue a-line-POLICEMAN'S WIFE
time off, and he Sure needs it.
fashioned with a row of small dress with long sleeves with a
buttons and an inverted pleat
white lace coat. , with the same
DEAR *WE: Consider it done.
forming Wain.Inside the pleat pale blue knit
of the dress.
was two rows of lace ruffles and She had white accessories and
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
at the top of the pleat was a bow wore her mother's corsage.
• year chest. Write to ABBY. Box 65700, Los Angeles, Cal.
with a long wide streamer
Mr.and Mrs. Boyd are now at
NM For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
at the edge of the train. home at -107 Hurt Street,
ending
envelope.
Matching lace ruffles edged the
Murray. He is a graduate of
bottom of the dress. "
Calloway County High School
Her elbow length veil of and is attending Murray State
illusion was attached to a University...She is a graduate of
majestic headpiece of lace and Murray Sigh School and is a
silk in a floral pattern accented graduate of Ezell's Beauty
with seed pearls and a small School.
clear stone.She carried a bridal
Rehearsal Dinner
bouquet of white and yellow
Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd,
carnations with ivy and baby's mother of the groom-elect; was
breath.
hostess for the rehearsal dinner
•
Mrs. Shirley Blackbunt, held Friday, March 24, at six .
sister of the bride, was the o'clock in the evening in the
matron of honor. She wore a private dining room of the
pale yellow a-line dress with Triangle Inn.
short puffed sleeves and a
The T-shaped table was
rounded neck. Small em- covered with a white cloth and
broidered flowers were placed centered with a beautiful
up and down and the front and arrangement of dried flowers.
on the bow placed at the top of
Covers were laid for sixteen
an inverted pleat in the back.
persons.
Her headpiece was a yellow
ribbon. She carried a nosegay of
white and yellow daisies with
baby's breath.
The biidesmaids were Miits
Bonnie Lyons and Miss Connie
The Calloway County Retired
Lyons, also sisters of the bride,
Teachers met April -4 in the
who wore dresses and head- Community room Of the Federal
pieces of pale green designed Savings and Loan building with
like those of the matron • of
25 present, ranging in age from
honor. Nosegays- of white and
OPENING SPECIALS now available until April
82 to 93.
baby's
with
yellow daisies
The total years of teaching by
15 on both the Health Club and Reducing Program. breath were their flowers.
Gerrald Boyd, brother of the the troup was 941, which
ootn, was the best man. represents a sizable conroomsmen were Steve Cavitt tribution to Education. The
and Danny Chadwick. The president, Mrs. Raymond
ushers were Waiter Blackburn, Story, led a discussion of House
Bill 724. Jr.,.and David Norsworthy.
The speaker ft* the afternoon
For her &ugh-Ws wedding
Mrs. Lyons wore a pale blue wa•Dr-Har-r3L-M----E•Parks. He
long sleeve a-line knit dress drew an encouraging picture of
ivith a blue plaid knit coat. Her the students of todhy. A national
acciessories-were brown and she study shows that the great
We Have .. .
wore a corsage- of. white car- majority of students are,serious
in - their pursuit of learning.
.hations with blue trim.
Mrs. Boyd, mother of the Here at' MSU, there was an
groom, was attired in a 'pink unusually large number on the
knit a-line dress with a mat-. Dean- list for the first
•
. k got
',••••111111,1
•
DEARLABBY:. My wile.has'presented me with- a problem and I want your opinion before I make a decision'on
the matter.
We have two children (both girls] and I want a Son. My
Wife has said that two children are all she wants, then she
went ahead and had one of those intra-uterine devices installed without my knowledge. She surprised me with the
information several months later.
.The reason L am--oAseL4s-acioally .hecaime she dicLit._
without my knowledge. I am thinking pf leaving her, but
not surelhat is the-correct solutierr to -this- • •
_
What isfour opinion?
ANGRY

The Pottainta Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday
Inn at ten a.m.

Women of the Oaks Country
Club will have their first luncheon of the year at 12:15 p.m.
. Thursday, Apnl 13
Make reservations by Monday
The Baptist Women of the
by signing the bulletin board or
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
cell Mrs. Novle Story 753-9077 or
meet at the church at 1:30 p.m.
Mrs. Rubin James 7534416.
Murray
South
TheHomemakers Club will meet
with Mrs. Raymond Carter at 10
a.m.

.1.•••1•,-.L.Isfr-11.4.

•my friends who have such lovely jewelry.

Faith Doran Circle
Has Regular Meet
Church will meet at seven p.m.
"tt Roberts' Home
The Faith Doran Circle of the
Wome,n's Society of Christian
Service of the First United
Methodist Church held its
March meeting at the home of
Mrs. Vernon Roberts with Miss
Meadow Huie, chairman,
presiding.
Mrs. Mattie Parker, program
chairman, read for the devotion
"Wonders Of Early Church and
It's Miracles". Mrs. R.A.
Johnston read James 4:1-22,
and Mrs. Helen Lassiter led Or
prayer.
The program was presented
by Miss Meadow Huie who gave
an article by Peter Marshall
Apostle"An
entitled
Andrew". She said all of
were
followers
Christ's
disciples but twelve were
chosen as apostles with Andrew'
known as the "two talent man."
Andrew and his works are
visible to persons every day as
to his being ready Ohenever
needed, and not being very well
educated, yet Jesus picked him
to serve, Mrs. Huie said.
Miss Huie said through Andrew, Peter was brought to
Christ and witnessed the first
miracle at Cana. She said the
article further said that "Andrew was not the greatest of the
apostles but became a worker
for Christ and by so doing
proved his two talents."

itiA4WW4.40\
- 24rs. Thomas Hodgei-or Murray has been dismissed
Hospital,
Lourdes
from
Paducah
Baker of
James Andrew
Murray Route Two has been a
patient at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Mrs. Arlo
rs of Hazel has
-siTriibeen a patient at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

Adams-Henry Vows
To Be Solemnized
Here On_ MB-Way

Plans have been completed
by Miss Judith Catherine
Adams, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William C. Adams,Sr., for
her wedding to Bobby Keith
Henry, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Eunice Henry.
The ceremony will be
solemnized on‘Thursday, April
13, at seven o'clock in the
evening billey. Loyd Cornell in
the sanctuary of the First
Baptist Church.
A program of music will be
presented by Miss Belinda Ball,
organist, and Mrs. Elizabeth
Newman, soloist.
Miss Adams has selected:---•
Miss Susan Hale as her maid
honor. Her bridesmaids will be
Miss Gayle Rogers, Miss ,
,
Melissa Wilkins, and Miss Dor*
Kesterson.
Glen Hughes will be
for Mr. Adams. Groomsmen
During the social hour the will be Allen McKeel, Wayne
hostesses, Mrs. Vernon Roberts Henry, and Richard Blalock.
and Miss Meadow Huie, served - Miss Celia Simmons will keep
refreshments to the fourteen the register.
All friends and relatives are
members and one guest, Mrs.
invited to attend the wedding.
Frank Roberts.
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Retired Teachers
Hold-,Regular Meet
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Player Representativeslo-,
Offer
Meet Today To

fOreinalrigliS

Streak To 351
INGLEWOOD,Catif: APiTop-ranking heavyweight
George Foreman ran his unbeaten streak to 35 in.a row as
he scored a second-round
knockout over Ted Gullick in a
'scheduled 10-rounder Monday
night at the. Forum.
foreman,218, a 1968 Olympic
fighter who -turned pro in 1969,
6ohnected with body shots in
'the second frame. Gullick could
not take the pressure, went to
his knees and was counted out.
- round, Foreman
In the lig
seemed to be content to pace
Stan Key, right, was the guest speaker at a banquet honoring
himself, throwing an occasional the Hazel Elementary School basketball players, cheerleaders,
jab. But in the second, the Hay: and Queen and attendants Saturday, April 8. Roy Cothran, left, is
ward Calif. heavyweight wore the basketball coach and principal of the school.
his lighter opponent down with
tremendous body punches. Gullick weighed in at 200.
Foreman, who is looking for
a shot at world champion Joe
Frazier, is 35-0 with 32 knock_ • on'te:

Crappie, Black
Bass Remain Fair

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Crappie and black bass fishing
remain fair although the freezing temperatures of last weekend, plus winds and rain, have
halted the white bass runs.
The Fish and Wildlife-Department gave this rundown today:
Barkley - crappie good on
minnows at 2-20 feet,. black
bass on medium deep cunners,
below dam =--tti appie on do
jigs, bluegiII on crickets. Murky, rksing and 54 degrees. '
Kentucky-crappie excellent
on Minnows in large tributaries, fair in main lake around
Key, vaduating Rupp, retiring coach of the channel bank stump beds and
Stan
ctReatuekylVI/dcat
member of the University of IMVerliV
stickups at 4-12 feet, black bass
Kentucky Baskef6all team, was basketball team: The players fair on medium- deep runners,
were
given
awards
who
by
banquet
the guest speaker at a
below' dam - crappie and
honoring the basketball team, Hazel Coach Roy Cothran were
rising
cheerleaders, Queen and at-'Kevin. Barrétt Birry BrilhOY;4--wwie ba66.61".Markel',
...
54
and
Chriarrs.ms,.
Roger
Byars,
Elementarr-Greg
tendants of Hazel
Mai
Coles, Lance Hooks,
School Saturday, April 8. good by jigging &Ines and
Kindred
Nesbitt,
Dickie
di%
audience
an
to
Speaking
medium deep runners,
parents, teachers, and students Paschall, Kenneth White, and canting
crappie around stickups at 8
in the school cafeteria, Key Monty, Wilson.
clear. rerna,in,-,
enCoUraged the baSketbart
-c heerleaders' der murky,-rising, 53.
Varsity
players and cheerleaders to
Barren - Black bass good on
receiving awards were Rita
continue •ther -efforts in high
Gibson, Regina Cook, Teesa deep runners and jigging dolto
them
school. He charged
Erwin, Betty Todd, Jody Iflies. Below dam, white bass
work tirelessly and not give up.
Williams, and Cathy Williams. good, crappie fair on do jigs
He encouraged the team to be
Homecoming Queen was Miss and minnows. Lower section
willing to sit on the bench if
Raspberry, and at- clear, mid-section murkey,
Bobby
necessary for one to three
tendants were Miss Theresa maindçnnuddy, rising, 53.
of
year
one
that
said
Hie
years.
Cumrland-crappie fair to
Dover and Miss Sheila Moore.
playing in team sports was
around Willow bushes and
good
Honored guests included Mr.
worth the effort.
tree-tops at 4-20 feet, black
Carman
Parks,
Mrs.
Mrs.
and
the
by
received
The awards
bass fair on deep runners and
varsity basketball players were Stan Key, and Mr. and Mrs.
by jigging nightcrawlers, trout
plaques autographed by Adolph Calyin Key.

Stan K,ey Is Speaker At
Kazel Basketball Banquet

Adolph Rupp Gives
iReatReasoni,For
Forcid-Retirement
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)Retiring---Kentneky basketball
- roach Adolph Rupp said Monday he wasn't retiring because
he has reached Kentucky's
mandatory retirement age of
"They said that was the reason," the Baron of the Bluegrass said during a University
,of Tennessee basketball banquet. "But that's not true. The
athletic board just got damned
sick of me."
Rupp, whose Wildcats shared
the Southeastern Conference
crown with the Volunteers,
touched briefly on violence in
sports during his speech.
"There is no place in sports
for violence," he declared.
"Of course, you are always
going .to have. sogne elbowing
and that sort of thing in a conet sport lie- basketball," h
added.
Rupp referred/ to the fighf
that broke out during the Minnesota-Ohio State game last
month
"TtiLVI.liOtt df conduct ts
shameful," he declared, laying
the blame for the fight on the
coaches who, he said, must
teach their players self-control
_
and discipline.

NEW YORK (AP) - Baseball's player representatives
were to meet today to discuss a
new money offer in the pension
dispute that has caused the
sport's first general strike and
delayed the opening of the season almost a week. • •- -.Meanwhile, a split developed
slow below dam on worms and in the ranks .of the once-adacheese. Upper lake muddy, low- mast owners over the issue of
er section murky, rising and 53. hack pay to players for days
Dale-- Black bass fair-on-lost to The strike, `which the
medium deep runners. Lake head of the striking Major
clear, tributaries murky, rising League Baseball Players Assoand 56.
Herrington - Bluegill fair on
worms, black bass on dollflies
and by still fishing nightcrawlers. Headwaters muddy,
lake murky, stable. 48 •
The Murray Bass Club . will
,'Rough River - Black toss old its regular Meeting on
fair to good by jigging dollflier
echiesday, April 12, 1972'at the
ois mtchen.
-T
arideasting medium deep-ruizo---eitita
-- •
tiers, crappie on minnows at 8According to President Don
10 feet, white bass fair below E. Jones, the dinner meeting
dam on_clo jigs. Lower section will begin at 6:30 pm., to be
clear to murky, remainder followed by a program
muddy, fallifig and 52.
presented by Mr. Morgan Sisk,
Green-Crappie fair on min- Assistant Professor, Departnows at 11-10 feet, black bass by • „wilt of Biology. Murray state
Jigging dollthee• MuddY, rising University. Mr. Sisk will be
and 54. ----discussing and reviewing some
Crappie - on -min- of the pollution research
mows at 10 feet, black bass by relative to Kentucky and
jigging nightcrawlers. Lower Barkley Lakes.
section muddy,remainder diurFund_planning will also be
accoMPTihed for the Ken
. JErrTellitPici'48- '
Fishtrap - Bluegill on Lake Bass Club Challenge
worms. Muddy, rising and 46.
Tournament on April 22, 1972, as
Dewey - Crappie fair on well as the Kentucky Bass
minnows at 4 feet. Muddy, Association State Tournament
stable and 46.
scheduled for May 6 and 7. The
Bicithorn - Black bass by latter tournament is being cojigging nightcrawlers, bluegill hosted by the Murray Bass Club
on worms. Muddy, falling and and the Kentucky Lake Bass
50.
Club.

Ilappmess is...

The owners' split developed
when Charles 0. Finley of the
Oakland A's said that he and at
least five other owners have
changed their position and want
to compromise in the pension
dispute. Finley added that the
owners should not "attempt to
split hairs over -such a minor

A
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EDWARD,
CIGAR

BIG SET SO
COMPACT SIZE!

DUO
SPOILER

FOR 1A.E
* GREETING CARDS
ALL
GET WELL BIRTHDAY
SYMPATHY .
4+ STATIONERY
i+ JUST A-NOTESL...,

1.00
A BOX

1+

BIRDHOUSES
•BLUEBIRD

•MARTIN BOXES
1+
800
'.
I+ 4 Room .
4+
8 Room—,
110.00
4+
4+ 16 Room. . . 116.00
4+

am also an agent for Blair
Products, ( cosmetics,
household) and Triumphant Art Publishers
church material)

BIRD FEEDERS ... '7.00

With Detachable Floors

Priced from

GERALD
6
WALDROP 4
1624 W. 06ve.or
Phone 7511712

TOKYO(API- Heavyweight
boxer Mac Foster of Fresno,
Calif., spent three days in a
hospital because of injuries he
received in a fight with Muhammad Ali here April 1 but he
now is fully recovered, Japanese promoters of the bout reported today. .
Foster was not available for
comment and a receptionist at
his hotel said he had been out
since morning.
Officials of Prime Organization said Poster, who lost a
unanimous 15-round decision to.
Ah, was hospitalized Friday because of internal nose and eye
bleeding.
They said, however, he suffered no head injuries, and he
was discharged from, the hospital Monday. Foster expects to
leave for the United. States
Wednesday or Thursday.
Officials-seid-Fester, 29, was
hospitalized after he cornplai4e41,0f feeling physically unlit:411ring- a ilag&Lseeitia:101*.
westecu.4(Apaii aftls Llaktig)t
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Strike Costing Players
In More Ways Than One

NEW YORK.4API
Raw
Todariktiat.iiii -day of the lost $906_59 per day ar.$6,345.
much is the baseball strike baseball straw,aMa new issue to date. And for Henry Aar
costing? Plenty, whether you're has cropped up. The players who makes a reported 1200,
thtslays..rs side, the owners say that
the owners want per year,' those figures are
or caught somewhere liFIThens to mail up the games 91,098.90 per day and 97,893.30
that have already been can- to date.
between,
All of which is why the playcelled, the players want their
ers are now fighting to ge
full season's salaries.
The owners say no. They con- their full salaries.
The owners, meanwhile, hive
tend that the players are paid
for 182 days, rather than 162 had losses of their.own.
Some games, like opening
and say they'll continue
-gayers 1-18frid-W-days and weekends, are bi
to &ck the
salary-4er -eaeh.--sittractions--.4lian.
big
some teams likewise dr
day the strike goes on.
,but a
Since the players are sup- ger crowds than o
game is
posed to be paid starting open- figure of $50,000.,
ing dor-April 5-4oclay is- the4cod aver
Since the s e has canceled
seventh day they're not getting
far, that means
46 games
their 1-182nd
Just how mudi is that, in dol- the oiets have lost a cool $2.3
Add to that the $200.lars and cents?
If you're making the min- 0Q0-Pis they lost when they
imum major league salary of .-tould not provide a "Game of
the Week" for NBC to tele$17,500 f:ier year, the strike
costing you_$95.15 each dyIt vision on Saturday, and it's
Complete with 65 h.p.
3.05. easy to Understand why some
lasts. So far, you're out
Johnson Motor
An average major leaguer. owners might be grumbling.
For example, Charles 0. Findrawing a salary o(, say, $22,SPECIALLY PRICED AT
500, has lost 9173.63 per day, or ley, owner of the Oakland A's,
says the strike's cost him at
$865.41 so far.
Naturally, it gets higher as last $250,000" so far.
"The situation at the moment
'72
you getup the pay scale.
'It's another of Duo's exciting "family-styled" boats for
that the commissioner, both
is
players
has
23
the
of
Duo
one
you're
If
cruisability
and
comfort,
Soft ride. style.
presidents, John Gaheleague
Heada
$100,000
Boating
making
re6rtdly
Family
it all. See all 16 models at Duo
ear or more, you're losing at rin owners' representative),
quarters.'
DARNELL, MARINE SALES & SERVICE least $549.45 a day. That's the and baseball attorneys are
figure for a $100,000-a-year man drawing their salaries, while
HIGHWAY 94
ROUTE 3, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
like Al Kafine, who has lost the players are losing money,
the owners are losing money,
,
$3,846.15.
93
Tel•phone 753-3734 or 75
Willie Mays, making' a re- the game is losing prestige, and
ported 8165,000 annually, has the fans are being deprived of
the enjoyment of Ohseball."

\

Bass Club To
Meet Wednesday

ciation called sta terrible, ter- item" as make-up pay.
"Pay them," Finley insisted.
rible roadblock" to a settle"Both sides are going to lose
ment.
at it. There's
"We regly didn't make any any•way you look
and pick up
to
back
way
go
no
progress"WA sufficient sort to
the dates we've lost. The strike
be optimistic," Marvin Miller,
executive director of the play- has cost my team a minimum
it doesn't look
ers' association, said following of $250,000 and
it up. But if
tcrsnake
promising
Miller
with
began
which
day
a
entire 162
play
the
players
the
owners'
and John Gaherin, the
representative, meeting in games, they should be paid
Washington with J. Curtis .)-their entire salary.
"A strike has never been setGounts, head of the-Eaderal_
Mediation Service, and ended tied-without a compromise-. It
with the owners making their can't be a one-way street.
Baseball must not suffer any
new money offer.
"There are only two issues," longer and must not be made to
Miller said, "one dealing with suffer again. A fair offer must
the pension problem, which is be made and then accepted."
The owners' new money ofsubject to compromise.itut the
made Monday, totaled
fer,.
000
_other issue is a.1grritile.
to the pension package
rible roadblock."
That issue boils down to this: on top of their only previous
Should the players be paid their public_ offer of $490,000, which
full salaries if they still play a was earmarked for the health
full 162-game schedule or care .portion of the aver-all
should they be docked proportionately for each day they
have refused to play?
"The players are on strike,
they've lost pay and that's it,"
said Miller. "They accept that.
If the owners want to pick up
the schedule from here, there's
no issue. But if they want to
reschedule the games and fit in
all 162, the players want Lobe

!want

FEATURES CIRCLE OF SOUND41
The •LUMINAR • C47121L-,-FM/
AM Digital Clock Radio features
bottom41ring Circle of Sound
speaker to stirround you with
beautiful sound. Touch 'n
Snoozes, SleepswItch, Broadband RF Stage on FM, FM-AFC,
AM-AGC. Precision Vernier
Tuning and bghted Slide Rule
Dial. Zenith quality 4" speaker,
built-In FWAM antennas American Walnut color.

Alum

SEATTI,
Young of
bronze mi
Mexico Cit
National
walking ch
Laka-Sund
mile court
minutes.

FM/AM TABLE
-RADIO
A Zenith

TREND/ETTER
Radio et a Price
SOLID-STATE
AM TABLE RADIO
The SONATINA • 0210-Slim,
trim design-instant play and
cooler operation. 1100 milliwatts maximum audio output,
Automatic Gain Control. Zenith
Quality speaker Wavemagnete
antenna. Choice
of two colors.

SOLID-STATE I44/AM CLOCK RADIO
The CONCERTINA • C4112Features sleep switch control
and luminous clock hands.
Broatiltiand FM/RF stage, Automatic Bass Boost. AFC for
rift-free FM and AGC on FM
bjtd AM. Built-in FM/AM antennas. 5" x 3" speaker. Beige or
'treen

_ ThacELESTIAL•C430W
Deluxe grained Walnut wood cabinet houses
F6AJAM-4able radio featuring illuminated
horizontat "Moving Film" style tuning dial. AFC
-on FM, AGC on FM/AM,Tune RF stage on FM.
Tuning meter, separate Tone Control-and
precision verritfriiining. Large 6".x 4" Zenith.
Quality speaker plus Wavemagnet* AM antenna
• and FM line cord antenna. 18004.4444wa44e
maximum audio output.
ThErqualay goes in Delors the name go** on'-

colors.

Over 20 Yeats Service Experience
Authorrzed ZENITH Dealer with Factory Supervised Service —
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Notes From

!tam Martin Is Top Pick In NBA
Draft
ar-Goes To Portland

The Golf Tour
PENSACOLA, Fla. -( AP) Notes from the pro golf tournament trail:
Veteran Howie Johnson was
telling about the time he was
approached for an autograph
by a sub-teen boy and Howie
signed it: "Ben Hogan."
'The boy went back to-his- dad and said, 'Hey, look, I got
Ben Hogan's autograph.' His
old man looked rue over and
said, 'N aw,- that's not Ben
gan. He's tni big to be Hogan.'
"So the boy comes back to
me and Nell him, 'Okay, I'll
sign my real name.' So I wrote
'Sam Snead.'
"Back to his dad, goes the
boy. 'Naw,' said the old man,
'He's not old enough to be

But it diihit deter Buffalo. need of backcourt help, then
be up to Mr. Morse,"
referring
to
his
The
Braves, obviously ready to drafted the first pure guard of
said Monday,
representative, attorney Arthur
go to war with Virginia to get the lot in Fred Boyd of Oregon
Morse of Chicago.
their hands on the Tar Heels' 6- State and Milwaukee, hungry
Martin, a relatively obscure 9 player, didn't hesitate a sec- for forwards, latched onto Russell Lee of Marshall. Bud
name among the available col- ond on the phone,
lege players when selected in
Dwight Davis, Houston's 64 Stallworth, a 6-5 guard at Kanthe annual NBA draft Monday, _forward was next to go. He was sas, went to Seattle in the first
will hopefully be a household
taken by the Clevellual Cav- round and the New York
Trail
Blazers
word when the
aliers, dismissing a warning Knicks then acquired forward
finish polishing him.
from one scout that he doesn't Tom Riker of South Carolina.
-Detroit grabbed center-forThe club considered him the • know basketball.
ward
Bob Nash of Hawaii and
best center in America, based * The Cavaliers, who picked
primarily on his rebounding
Notre Dame guard Austin Carr Boston took guard Paul Westabilities. Among his gaudier ac- last year as the country's No. 1 phal of Southern California becomplishments with a losing choice, were impressed with fore the next two teams went
team, Martin collected more Davis' raw talents. He's been for established ABA players to
than 1,000 rebounds in three compared'favorably to another dramatize the scarcity of pro
years-about 16 a game.
former Houston star, Elvin material in this year's draft.
_
'Chicago picked Ralph Simpson
Hayes, - - - - - "And that average," pointed
"The fair -comes back to me
out a Portland spokesman,
.- again. I tell
The rest of the clubs, with of Denver and Milwaukee,
!Okay, this
,time I'll really sign any-right
foiir, who,lost whose earlier choice was the
KANSAS CITY.(AP.) - The "wauld_rank himinabc NBA's the vxzeptiou
Athletic
Collegiate
AsNational
Top
Ten."
first-round picks because they - restilret-ii-tride, picked up
name.And I do. Howard JohnCHAMPION GIRLS-The girls N. 3 team won the Murray Middle School Intramural Champlaced
sociat.ion
has
Samford
The
Blazers,
as
well
as
Trail
took hardship cases earlier, Julius Erving of Virginia. Both
hicapionship in the girls division by defeating the girls No.-I-team. Front row, left to right, Diane
"The boy looks at it, looks up Cuiston,Phyllss Tibbs,and Becky Chancey. Back row, 'tette right, Denise Btunphis, Mary Arnold, University of Birmingham, several other NBA clubs, were then raced through their left schools early to join the
----Ala., and Livingston- Univer-sity- particularly Sold, on the wiry-,-*---efu*ea -and finished the-first- -prosas__hardship cases_ and
at me and -says:- *Twenty-eight
Regina Bumphis, and Emily Porter.
saftphsieby mike arasies ' of „Livingston, Ala., on probe- Martin after he outplayed All- round in less than five minutes. they became eligible for the
flavors? You ain't no ice cream
tionfor one-Tear for athletic ' Americans Bill Walton of UCLA --All toX 154 players were taken' -NBA- -because -their- classes
man. You look like a golf pro.
violations.
and Jim Chones of Marquette in 40 rounds and the whole graduate this year.
Now gimme your real autosuccessive nights.--—---tlibirttRitrime-hour, 40 -minutes.- - Travis-Grant, the college dion
usfUlt
graph." or& was cilidfor
_ _Corky Calhoun, -a 6-7 coin- visiovicoring king from Ken"I never. tbought this would
three ineligible players in last
was the last
And then there was the sports-.
year's Amos-Aionzo Stagg Bowl • happen to :Pie." was Martin's -bination guard-forward, - was tucky State who
selection in round one, gave
reaction
to
his
lofty
No.
1
stat,the
player'
taken
by
fourth
writer at last week's Masters
football game -and for illegally
Los Angeles another terrific
Phoenix.
who, somehow, got RIO& colcanceling financial aid to WO US'
shooter to go with Jerry Wes
Martin, who has already reumn that Jack Nicklaus bad•
basketball players during the
- -:"--iiggetamaginplemtireividavArtekthisi,..ftett.;.4.
.
Scored-a denbieleag
1111C
Dallas Chaparrals of the rival
a 30 foot putt. It didn't happen.
Samford, winner of the bowl American Basketball Associ"The next day my desk
game, had to vacate its chamcalled me and said 'What's
pionship and return its awards' atiQn
drafted
a team
year,,said
his
him'
earlier
this which
this. A double eagle with a 30
to the NCAA.
would
be
up
to hispro
signing
foot putt? That means he had
Livingstop was punished for representative. +'
to drive it 500 yards,' the writer
competing in two postseason
However, he did say that the
related.
football playoff games on Nov. Trail blazers' offer "exceeds
"I told 'em, 'Well, you want26 and Dec. 11: The NCAA ex- substantially the Dallas offer."
ed me to get some exclusive
Martin, whose talents were
tra events committee had not
stuff, something that everyone
underpublicized
on
three
.
certified either game._
else didn't have. Well, (did. I
got something no one else had.
The one-year probation.pal. straight losing teams at Loyola,
Even Nicklaus didn't have it.4"
-4*, --To-r both universities began was among the lesser-known
help at forward and had wantCINCINNATI (API - j°e ed a big
names of those chciien in the Axelson,
ceitter.
general manager of
round.
heralded was the National Basketball Associ, Arnold Pahner is considering
one
of the most by the first
ction u
wes
mui
tartelekt
N
Ap
cTh
itai
ille8.
a.muor
Partland took Loyola of Chiplaying in the John Player
„..aatuatoyaja‘soia Reisiov., night Cage center Larne-Martin and
Classic in England the. last
spring meetings last weekend. 13oblICAdoo, North Cali-Mit' ite believed he selected the
selected North Carolina
man who left School a - mm.th am fifth h‘i
.
f
Ws VA. -Tveek
ble underclassman Robert McAdoo
early
hardship
year
rope's richest event,
as a
'eaSe•-• --41
7
11;rd.
sm
in the
draft.
tive "diXector, said the council I
number two
"
chalet' _Plo. 2 in the
tal purse of about $130,000. It
who will be playCHAMPION BOYS-The Murray Middle School Intramural Champions are the TrgIblazers, who
inaTh_R°v_yala,
"The draft ended about
Braves,draft'
hi
Buffalo
the
will conflict with the $100,000 defeated the Pros Monday in the Championship game. Left to right, James Morse, Ed Harcourt,
there," saidAxelaon
City next year
is ander con- • aftern."15 years inCincitmati,
though
eveenwas
Quad Cities Open in Bettendorf,
rinfi:
ill H
tpw
ut14'isdtiWpr
ullpiu
tFat
irsiainf
t°iur
a47
ci 1ciav
e bolted
see
Terry Smith,Greg Coboon,Don Heury,Terry Ente n. C,oach Tony Boone 1ooks on from behbid die 4a
• ,of
"We liked, 13ob Muth -Of
Squi7s
tract-to.
the
Virginia
.
low
the
tour.
and
reserye__
review the *tall8
letted. t-ieo1-3.-ahisiiiherIAL__Rawidi_beet'ilik-but
,
-kerturhy State and 6-10 Mike gone (to detroit)."
-the-fight-to change apeeifies
Sratille*-15YIEU-1Malii-Chi Chi Rodriguez says he
.
its August meeting.
. Before the 17 NBA teams be- Ratliff ..of tau Claire 'State,
Otheraplayers selected, and
has decided on a new method
Byers said the four basic gan to make their choices I•oth in tie sacon4 round: The their colleges
were: Dave Rua_____Ihrdeciding which tournamen
--areas4nelade4hat-any financial-einowrrorr a telephone hookup Royals lost -their- first round timtielfver;
TWRIW,South-he'll play and which ones
grant be based on need, a limi- through comthisaioner Walter choice last season by -Picking ern California;
Frank Schede,.
tateni—of---grants-M-aid- -h3L-riferrietlyt office-in New York, up -Nate-- Archibald in the Eau cure state, Jerry
"I'm just going to wait until
sports, a national candidate's the conunissioner told them,"I "hardship" draft.
cer, Guilford; Mike Sneed, Fa•
Jack (Nicklaus) iumounces his S
declaration that differs from ethit some of you fellows ought.
Nate Archibald and John yetteville; Jerry Clack, Oklathe-present -letter-°f`intent Pri>-- to- know -that -McAdoo has-- Illettgelt; We- have- enough of- homa;Stew -McMahon, MerriPIAY '
gram and the limiting at -signed with Virginia ... the fense at guard," said Axelson, mack; and David Hall, Kansas
f. the ones he skips and skip the
to one year.
noting that the Royals needed State.
ABA just mmounced
,
_Lama he_playa._
_
UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP)- defeated the mighty Kentucky to win this series_ They bad set
Nes
accomTW-VreW-York
Colonels 101-96. The victory an. ABA record with 68 regular
"That's the only way you've
-Oohed- theta impossible gave Vie Nell a 4-2 triumphin season victories
, they bad—
got a mance:"
dream-or at least part one of their American Basketball As- rookie-of the year and most
it-Monday night. "
sociation Eastern Division sem- valuable player Artis Gilmore
Rick Barry had a pre- ifinal best-of-seven pla_yoff _alsenter.lhey_had record,setYoung Wins
—
--monition about it. ---;
Ling forward Dan Issello lead
"Before I left the house
SEATTLE (Al') --Larry
The Nets now go to Rich- the scoring, they had the home
I tonight," Barry said after the mond, Va., for the first game court advantage....
Young of Columbus,
bronze medalist in the 1988 game, "I told my wife Pam I'd of the division finals against
What's more, the Nets were
Mexico City Olympics, won the be thrilled to have a lousy the Virginia Squires Thursday,
"•`-going into the series without
National Senior 25 kilometer game if we win."
night.
• Bill Melchionni, their top backBarry had a lousy game-and
walking championship at Green
The Colonels now go back to courtrnan, who broke his hand
151
/
2
the Nets won.
LakErStinday,covering the
Kentucky, wondering what hapin the final week of the regular
Although scoring star Barry pened.
mile course in one hour, 57.28
Nets
points,
the
15
netted
only
minutes.
The Colonels were supposed
So, naturally, the Nets won.
They won by not folding when
Kentucky put on the pressure.
Like Mozalay night, When New
York jumped off to a 57-48 halftime lead. Then Ciacy Powell
scored 12 points in the third period for .Kentlicky, and New
York's lead was down to 80-76
at the start of the final period.
A basket by Les Huntif With
10:44 to play cut it to 80-78, and
It MO time forthe Nets to fold.
But Instead, they reeled off
nine straight points to open it
to 89-78.
Kentucky closed to 99-96 with
53 seconds to play,. then regained possession, but guard
Louie Dampier missed a threepoint attempt. with 17 seconds
to
Two free throws by New
York's 011ie Taylor with three
seconds on the clock closea out
the scoring.
And a slight case
Rookie John Roche led the
Nets with 32 points. Gilmore
of,heartburn.
scored 24 points and grabbed 18
16
Monday • Tuesday
rebounds for the Colonels.
If you had gone to H & R Block.
• Wednesday.,
The Nets now meet Virginia,
on the other hand, you eguid
which advanced to the Eastern
have relaxed? while someone else
APRIL 10,11,12-Division finals by sweeping the
figured out your return, quickly
'Floridians if four straight. In
and confidentially.
the Western Division, Utah will
You see, when it comes to
. DON'T LET AN AMATEUR DO
meet the winner of Thursday
JOB
11114Dca's
Income taxes, amateurs should
HAM
night's game between Denver
HOUR
have
Block.
We
depend on H & R
and Indiana at Indianapolis.
beautifully laundered
over 6,000 conveniently located
That series is tied 3-3.
offices manned by thousands of
In the National Basketball
personnel.
specially trained
Association, the New York
Knicks hold a 3-2 lead over Bal& R Block's 'charges start ;at
timore and will try to wrap up
$5 and the average-cost was Insured!
their Eastern Conference semiunder $12.50 for the '7 million '
liDthproofed!
final series this afternoon in
_ families we served hist_ year.
New York. The winner, of that
Pay only
••
,
Should be
series will go on to meet Boston
regular
sat
Price Good
9-3
WiMaters.
PAL
Open 9 A.M.- 7
In the Eastern finals.
Dry Cleaned By
PIMn• 70411
cleaning
A
Week
nits
. In theNBAJfiestern Confer,-p3fcl-ARapomesks riscitsaitv,
Prcles..-/c3a/s
--taite-2SikastMe-Itorifttr.
lead over 1:cis Angeles.
NEW YORK ( APT":- When
he first got the word that he
was the top pick in the National
Basketball Association draft,
LaRue Martin had about $10 in
his pocket.
The chances are good that
the 6-foot-10 Loyola of Chicago
center will have quite a bit
more by the time he's finished
bargaining with idle Portland
Trail Blazers,
"What monh I get now will

Universities
On Probation

Cincinnati Gets Two
Leading Forwards In
Monday's NBA Draft

he't"1 -rlew York Nets Take Playoff
eries With Win Over Colonels

grants-in-aid

Congratulations.

YOU JUST SAVED S5
,BY DOING YOUR OWN
INCOME TAX.
AND ALL IT COST YOU
WAS THREE LONG,
SLEEPLESS NIGHTS.

PLAIN

go.

Any 2 for

des

DRESSES
and

45$0

TOPCOATS

NO LIMIT

DRY

cLeaneRs

The income tax people.
100B No. 6th St
Mouay ,Ky..,

C

K
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Ross Wilder has been named
Born in Danville, he received
manager of the Creditthrift of bia-education in various places
America office in Murray's Bel as the.child of an army man. He
Air Shopping" Center. •
graduated from high school in
Wilder jeined the nation-Oride Columbus,Georgia. He is also a
personal loan and retail graduate of Credithrift's
financing company at its Management Develapinent
Danville office in 1968 and Seminar held-at the University
served also in one of the Frank- of Evansville (Indiana) in
'fort and Lexington branches November, 1971. He served
before being named assistant three years with the army,
manager of the Madisonville seeing duty in Alaska.
Credithrift office in March,
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder have
•

CH. 3
WStt
6:30 Mod-Squad
7:30 Movie
9:00 Welby,
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett

three children. His leisure laterests include basketball and chess.
Wilder,
to
According
Credithrift has maintained an
office in Murray since 1968. It is
part of a coast-to-coast system
totaling more than 480 offices.
He said there are 31 crectithrift
offices in Kentucky where there
have been branches since 1934.
Wilder stated the company
was organized in Evansville,

CH. 6
CH. 5
WPSD
6:30 Ch.-Brown
:30 Special
7:00 Special
6:30 Special
5-0 7:30 Special
7:30 Hawaii
7:30 Special
Cannon
8:30
8:30 Nichols
8:30 Nichols
9:30 Woods-Waters 9:30 Dragnet
1:30Chang.•Scen 10:00 News
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight
10:30 Mason
10:30 Tonight
11:30 Movie
CH.4
WSM

I
I

CH. II
WSIX
:30 Mod-Squad
:30 Movie
:00 Welby, M.D
10:00 Chaparral
11:00 News
11:30 Dick-Cavett

HAWAIIAN TUNA
Hawaii's skipjack tuna industry has been boosted by a
new 100-foot vessel capable of
refrigerating 90 tons of fish.
Indiana in 1920 an, still
its
maintains
National
Headquarters there. It has total
resources approaching
500,000,000 and its common
stock is listed on the New York
Stock Exchange.
Credithrift is a member of the
Kentucky Consumer Finance
Association and the National
Consumer Finance Association.
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Look in the section in which yield to it, since the best inyour birthday comes and find tentions in the world will
what your outlook is, according produce nothing if not followed
to the stars.
up by solid, constructive effort.
ARLES
AQUARIUS
(Mar. 21 to April 20) 419141 t _ (Jam. 21 to Feb. 19)
Avoid extremes. Hold the line
Just as the Capricornian, you,
against confusion and chaos. toff, may have to discipline
Seek experienced counsel if yourself sternly to keep on the
stymied in any undertaking.
road .to accomplishment now.
TAURUS_
_BeespPeially careful not to lose
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
self-control if certain persons
CH. 29
CH. 12
WDXR
In a desire for "greener annoy you.
KFVS
6:00 Movie
pastures," you may tend to PISCES
6:30 Campbell
7:27 News
7:30 Hawaii 5-0
neglect routine responsibilities. (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
7:30 Theater 29
8:30 Cannon
Don't! Attend to "musts" first,
Be patient if temporarily
9:30 Campaign-'72 9:35 Weather
9:40 News
only then take on more stymied in some project in
10:00 News
and
10:00 Crest. Feat.
10:30 Movie
• which you are involved. Some
•desirable activities.
10:30 Movie
GEMINI
new factors may be up for
- consideration. Keep eyes and
(May 22 to June 21) lb,
Note Taurus. Under present ears open!
9:00 Psychiatrist
6:00 Sunrise •
planetary influences, your
6:30 Break. Show 9:30 Devotions
YQIL BORN TODAY are
Movie
9:4S
7:00 News
dvice similar. Be tactful, endowed .with a magnetic
11:35 The Answer
8:00 Kangaroo
with
others.
dealings
in
discreet
11:50 Sewing
9:00 Lucy
personality, tremendous am12:110 Gourmet
CANCER
9:30 My 3 Sons
bition and a gift of leadership
match
a
on
3
12:30
Affair
10:00 Fern.
(June 22 US July M)
which is truly extmordinary.
10:30 Love-Life -- 1:00 Newi
Don't Yet the restrictittbre. Not asimpulsive as most others
11:00 Where Heart 1:03 Movie .04111111
•
1:30 Movie
11:25 News
routine dampen yogi ardor for born under your Sign, you think
3:00 Munsters-11:30 Search
achievement. But, on.the other calmly and objectively before_
pie- 3:30 Fury
12:00 Farm
hand, don't overt'ax. yourself.
4:00 Bozo
News
12:05
speaking or acting,so tbn't.get
12:30 World Turns 5:00 Superman • There are judicious ItmltatkIns into as much "hot water" as•
Many 5:30 McHales
1:00 Love
for all endeavors.
1:30 Guiding Light 5:57 News
some of your zodiacal broth=
LEO
2:00 Secret Storm 6:00 Club Express
and sisters. This ability to
Night 6:30 Theatre-29
7:30 Edge
(July 24 to Aug. 23) /244A analyze and rationalize is a
Pyle
Gooner
3:00
8:30 Monroes
Line up obligations and great asset to any one of the
Collie :30 Creat. Feat.
3:30 Jeff's
Big 10:00 News
handle them with confidence: In many careers from which you
:00 The
r .
-.• ;momenta.make plans fj), -have- terletuveser--espeetally
:28 Theatre. ..Hazel
other activities. A good period the law which, in your case,
5:30 News
in which to cultivate latent would probably lead to eminent
6.:00 News
6:30 Rollin'
talents.
statesmanship. You are en7:00 Special
VIRGO
dowed with creative ability,
II:00 Med. Cent.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
9i90 Mannix
too: Your gift of words makes
"black10:00 News
a
This day .can be
you an excellent writer; your
10:30 Movie
out"! If you are looking for love of beauty, an outstanding
happiness through constructive painter or musician and, as a
achievement, you can register a salesman or promoter, you can
,solid victory now. Steady does be tops. Birthdate of: Henry
it!
Clay, early .American statesLIRA
. MM.
1-ne
• a •
(SOL 24 to Oct. 23) 4YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
This day brings brand new
FOR 1912- inciuding & detailed dayopportunities to use your
by day forecast, complete guide to
love and marriage, and a comtalents, to expand and benefit in
prehensive character analysis - is
now available. For your personal
various ways. p9 make the
forecast, waffled otos 25 c.f.* inmost of it!
coin for postage and handling to this
-nenipeper. we gLisoreacapie Rook
SCORPIO
oepartment, Wax 173, Old -thefts.
P
Station, New York, NY. 10011. Print
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rit'll
your NAME„ADDRESS with ZIP, and
spotlight
the
You can MAKE
DATE' OF BARTH.
shine on you if you watch your
step, put forth best efforts and
project hope and confidence.
There isia tendency to vacillate
however. Counteract—with
steadfastriesm.
SAGITTARIUS
I.
Dec--21)—af
Give of your know-how and I
experience -and express your- 111
opinions if asked but, in the
doing, avoid being critical or
patronizing. Emphasize the
positive.
CAPRICORN
(Dee. 22 to JEW). 20)
You may have a tenden
toward lethargy now. Don

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesday *
8:30 LaLanne
9:00 The Hour
10:00 Am. Rel.
10:30 Bewtiched
11:00 Password
11:30 Split-Second
12:00 My Child.
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am
3:30 Matinee
6:00 Space
:00 News
6 : 30 5 t s Challenge \
7:00 Ed's-Father
Srtiith-FaM.
•
0700 C
8:30 P:744Yders
rson
9:30 A
10:
10

:45 Journal
6:00 News
AM
:30 te'viRe
Korn.
7:55 Kitc.
8:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Tell-Truth
9:30 T or C ,
10:00 Fam. Affair
10:30 Love of Life
11:00 Hear/
11:36 Searth12:00 Singing Con.
. News
12:311 World Turns
1:1111 Love Is
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
2:30 Edge of Night
Pyle
3:00 Gomer
3:30 Gilligan

6:00 Mor Show
7:06 Today
9:00 Dinah
9:30 Concen.
10:00 Sale-Cen.
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 Who-What-•
12:00 Noon
1 00 Our Lives 1 30 Doctors
2 00 An, World
2 30 Promise
00 Bugs Bunny
vie
:VS
:25 Weather
:30 News
:00 News
6:30 Dragnet
700 Adam 12
:4ht movie .*
7:30 Mdeie
9:00NightGallery 5,25 News"'
10:00 News
6:00 News
10:30 Tonight
6:30 Survival
7:00 Burnett
8:00 Med.-Center
9:00 Mannix
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

7:00 Today
-9:00 Dinah •
9:30 Concent.
10:00 Sale Cen.
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 Who-What11:55 News
12:00 Child-MeTeo
-- :30 News --- --12:45 Pastor
1:-00-oar -t.ives 1:30 Doctors
:00 Another
--2:30 Peyton PI
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Calendar
3:35 Popeye

6:30 McCoys
7:00 Bozo'
8:30 Romper
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Mov. Game
10:30 Bewitched
11:00 Password
11130 Barbara
11'45 Sewing
12:00 My Children
12:30 Make-Deal
.00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
Hosp.
2:00 Gen.
230 One Life
3:00 Password
3:30 Love Am
4:00 Jeannie
4:30 Green Acres
5+00 News

-Gettigoss..7-Dan B00fte 4:do Griffith

6:30 Make-Deal
News
7:00 Movie
News
Nash. Music 9:00 Smith-Pam.
Adam-12
:30 Comedy-Hr.
7:30
10:00 Chapparral
9:00
11:00 News
10:00 News
1:30 Dick-Cavett

5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00

eirkErt,

1 DIDN'T,
OADD

HARDWAR

!IOUS]
Crossword Puzzle
Play on ukulele
Typepf
investment

000 010013 00121
=UM M100 000
00 000 00Q0M0
000 000 BUO
00010 ROO Mill00
U00 003 U001
DM OUO10U0 OM
M00 000 BMW
EIGIMM 000 M000
200 ROM B00
MU
030 OMMEJ MUM
MOM
MOM
00B

1 Vigor (collool
100.000
4-Oceans
rupees
8 Winglike
12 • ...Sof: neanng
Communist
11
13 Shut up.
17 Man's
14 Part of
nickname
church
15.COmpass point 19 Maiden loved
ISMS'
by
16 Enraplured•
22 Joke (slang)
18 Insignificant
20 Girl's name
24 Pronoun
25 Solo ,"
21 Preposition
22 Precious stone
Pinochle terrr.
23 Mohammedan ."
- 37 Crystalline - • - -49-Rip prayer leiidef -27 INewst
limestone
46 Evergreen
.28 Dillseed .
27 A month
Peculiarity
shrub (PO
_29 Carton
29 Prohibit
Cook in oven
30 Poled for
30 Cubic meter
47 Possessive
scale
of
Note
31 Indefinite
pronoun
portrait
Music:
article
48 Pinch
moderately
:
33 Decanters
2 .Wwitasodheeyltvir tiefrix :
143
3
Perloo of timeloud (abbr.)
wt
,
• 50 amass
Latvian
• •
7 Witty remark
38 Novelty
39 Mix
40 Beam
41 Behold!
42 Cupid
44 Laymen
47 Inexpressibie
Insect
52 Weary
'93 Narrow; fiat
board
54 Ordinance
55 Resorts'
56 Theme
57 Sitter vetch

mama mom

DOWN
1 Sly look ,2 corilfort „
, 3 Comely
4 -Barracuda
Evening
(P081.)
6 Deer's horn

ROCKY.' YOU WERE
TOLD TO CAMOuFLACvE
*OUR TANK!

COME
OV6R
E3Y THIS
TTLE
POOL

SIGNED
UP ACTS TI-4AT
WOULD TURN"
THE STOMACH
OF A HYENA- -

WE CAN LOOK AT THE
TALL BUILDINGS WITHOUT
BEING CALLED HICKS •

She was treated at a nearby
hospital for shock and multiple
bruises but insisted on returning home to look after her children. Doctors said it was too
early to tell whether she would
lose her unborn baby.
Police who questioned Mrs.
McGuckin about the motive for
the attack said, "She was too
frightened to tell us. She
wouldn't say anything."
But neighbors said it had
been carried out by an IRA
punishment squad. They said
the woman had been taking
drugs for medical reasons. Taking drugs is an IRA "offense."
The IRA has a strong grip on
the Catholic district where Mrs.
McGuckin lives and often
metes out its own punishment if
its code is violated. The organization has admitted tarring
and feathering 20 people in. Belfast and Londonderry .for alleged petty grimes,. including

1962 FRONT'
10'450', two f
Trailer numt
$2,000.00. Pho
ONE GREED
person takini
15611...W1
questions will
HarB GOLF
Irons only. 'I
pitching wet
753-9263.
MINIATUR
Poodles, all
'Phone 753-141
p.m.

SPRING &
-clothes, sizes
infant sizes
clothes, infa
' .-Phonel

1970 YAMAI
763-3597.

21" PHILCO
filing cabinet
fast set, En
*with - artel-''
bedstead, thr
for furniture,
Phone7

ENNIS- SS
guest checks
per case (100
lots only. Let
Supply,103
NzC

'FENCE SA
aftifor all
-Chain link-I
Fences. No
installation.,
Lyles for fre
2319.

Punishment Squad
Attacks Woman In
Belfast Sunday
BELFAST (API — A "punishment squad" of the Irish Republican. Army was blamed today for beating, painting and
feathering a pregnant housewife and tying her to a lamppost while her three young
children screamed in terror.
Police said six youths and
two women carried out the Sunday night attack on Philomena
McGuckin, who is five months
pregnant.
Mrs. McGuckin, 24, a Roman
Catholic, was dragged (rein her
kitchen in Belfast despite the
screams of her children aged 5,
3, and 8 months. The attackers
beat her with hockey sticks,
- shaved her head, poured red
paint and feathers over her and
tied her to a lamppost.

Mt

MAKE BE)
nap at doonv
again with I
Belaire Shop

BELTON E
hearing ail
make hearin
Drugs.

1957 CHEVI
sale or w
Chevrolet lit

-ONE rx48'
home.-Applj
Dill at Di
Murray Dri
trance.

Every time you flip a switch,
you expect the lights to
come on.
Thors_why we're in
business. To provide
dependable electric service
to all of our customers.
But sometimes, in spite
of advanced technology and
equipment, outages do
happen. Most power failures
are caused by auto acci-

f

dents or storms breaking
our lines.
When trouble is reported,
our service crews are on the
job immediately. Locating
the problem, and repairing
;
it.
Your electric system is
99 percent reliable. And .
we're working on that other

one percent.

4FOR bette
colors glean
carpet clea
shampooer
Store. Centr
ter.

TRAILER
Zest of Mui
- finance tw(
'month.Call
3648.'

BEAUTIF1
puppies, A
med. Phor
Cleave Kt
South Paris

FULL BLO
hound pups

mousE TA

iVeSit

ELECTRICITY
learLDOES IT BEST,

e

Murray Electric System

payments(
small dot
condition, 1
orISS5805.

Mc-CISKE
Dayton gra
9021.

ONE 'HAI
.lavatories.
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Call
753-1916
. FOR SALE

CLASSIFIP.ED

Vehtt
HARDWARE.

...__z_tTORES

TOUTEST
STAKDA0
Levi
y'S Puzzle

13 LEM
0E11
C10311C1
0E113
MORN
3 0133
M DD
LA U
M•05 T
1-1-1E

073EN

rgreen
ub (pl.)
•sessive
noun
od ot tinse- -less
_

FOR SALE

LATEX
HOUSE PAIN
The durability of an
base paint, plus
aPpliance.Soap
dean-ticafiesilCoiors
Slightly Higher

HOUSE PAINT Reg
tan Reillallt
INA
it lir

88
;

97

GAL.

,

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut Street

1III1

TUESDAY-APRIL 11, 1972

S WORK

IIII

seveviems OFFFitED-

Another View

COUCH, TWO end tables,lito
lamps, coffee table, beige
upholstered chair and ottoman,
Early American chair and lamp,
Jenny Lind bed with innersprings
and mattress. Phone 7539361.
Al3P

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
apartment, close to campus.
Phone 753-6564 for further inTFC
formation.

2 More Specials
IsseN

HURRICANE STRAPS

I

e•

DUYLEX ON Monroe. Five room
and bath, central heat and air,
carpet throughout, extra large
master bedroom, range. Days
,after
phone 753-3648 or 753-6202
TFC
5:00 p.m.

.

Installed $1 61100
- for
3-TON DUOTHERM CENTRAL

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom,
with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street. Phone
Al2C
753-6609.,

AIR CONDITIONER
tax
Instakd
for '625" Plus

11

-

BLACK FINE harness pony,
reasonable. Phone 767-4246. 1TC

••••• Forumnc

- INSURANCE WORK-ACCEPTED

Sias

Murray, Ky.

11

• 13111's -Mobile Home
Repair

SAS

753- 1 9 1 6
FOR RENT

SPECIAL!!

APPROXIMATELY 15 squares
shingles, and also house full of
furniture. Phone 753-4858 after
4:30 p.m.
1TP

-HUFFY electric start
riding tractor lawn mower wi
36" cut. Used one season. Sale
priced $295.00. Phone 953-1686 for
appointment.
TFC

RS

2.17*

Call

LARGE ATTRACT-WI.-furnished Apartment, S. 16th.:i .
Two bedroom,
kitchen, utility, bath. Carpeted,z _air conditioned. Stove, oven,:
refrigerator, garbage disposal,:
dishwasher. $150.00 per month._
Phone 753-3865 or 753-4974. A1213;

DINING ROOM suite with drop
leaf
formica top table and four
Mayfield, Ky.
Phone 247-4845
1962 FRONTIER MOBILE home, 1970 STAR MOBILE home,
0 1972 !
s uNnas
10'•x50', two full sized bedrooms, 12'x50', two bedrooms. Phone 753- chairs. Like new.Phone 7535283. ---- Trailer number 66, Shady Oaks. 5708.
SIX ROOM unfurnished brick on'
--"6EORG=4 GE-ORGE MEANNI-WWIRE
AllP
SEPtIC TANHc1 nleig7bic -PAINTING INSIDE, and out and 312 Irvan. Absolutely no_,,,hpAts $2,000.00. Phone 753-2359.
Al4C
wALKING OUT AGAIN,"
hoe wk.Ptione•RewCarap,')53- general repair. Phone 435SPINET PIANO.We have located
--A13C,
. Phone 492-8283.
r
ONE GREEN English bic.vfle. If and stored this piano. Respon5933.
TFC -5173.
Al2P
NOTICE
NOTICE
person taking same williturn it sible person with good credit can
SERVICE STATION, inaliat-- -'---:,
504 Main
„pig West Chestnu
FOR ALL your home additions. GARDEN
Behind Peoples Rank
take on small payment contrsct,
PLOWING
and brand products' In Hard*i
questions will be asked.
alterations, remodeling, etc. discing. .Aisa Bas)thagging. call Kentucky,
Contact
Itors4 Otrt'sHugh
Al1C rite belOre we send truck rie atirnates.'Mite 7
Joplin Piano, Joplin, Mo.,
PORTSWEAR& SW
now for Tppokniellt.- Ktddlit's Carrawati
H&B GOLF CLUBS for sale. 64801.
753-4024.
0123.
Al2P
TFC Shop, 753-4035. •
A11C
Irons only. Three ironszthrough
SET
OF
Trailer
axles,
wheels,
pitching wedge. $35.00. Phone KROEHLER AQUA living room tires, springs
-(Installed)
BEDROOM
TWO
duplex:and equalizer
suite, Ethan Allen round coffee
753-9263.
A14C
Westwood SUbdivision. Stove,:
brackets.
Also
nice
oak
swivel
table and corner table, both twov Strictly Wholesale
v New and Used .
refrigerator, dishwasher, drapes,:
tiered. Call 753-2772 after 5:00 office chair. Oak breakfast set
MINIATURE AKC Apricot
washer and dryer furnished.with
four
chairs,
and
old
wash
p.m.
Al7P
Poodles, all pales, 8 weeks old.
Hardin,
Central heat and air. Carpeted.
Ky
kettle..Phone 435-4042 evenings.
Tatters Afil Sy Business!
Phone 753-1419 after 5:00
Phone 7534470 or 753-4421. Al1C
Al3
1971 BOAT AND trailer, 1972-65
p.m.
Al1C H.P. Johnson
motor. Phone 753NEATLY FURNISHED two
8263 after 6:00 p.m.
A17C THREE PIECE bedroom suite, GARAGE SALE, starts Satur-.HIGHWAY 641 Pet Shop. Fish
Dixieland Center - Chestnut Street
SPRING & SUMMER maternity
bedroom apartment, will be
excellent condition. 5,200 BTU day, April 15, 9:00 am.,206 South
and supplies, AKC puppies, Tiny
-clothes, sizes 10-12. Girl's clothes,
available May 1st. Married
HANDMADE YARDSTICK Coolerator Deluxe air con- 15thi Street. Chest of drawers, Toy Poodles, Irish Setter,
infant sizes through Zr. Boy's
preferred. Located 100
couple
_
ditioner,
used
very
little.
Phone refrigerator, desk .,and other Cockers,
,
holders, telephone book covers,
Eskimo, Spitz. 7 miles FURNITURE REFINISHING, PIANO tuning-repair
clothes, infants and baby supSouth 13th Street. May be seen at
-rebuilding.
A13C small items.
and burlap flower arrangements. 489-t343 after 5:00 p.m.
Al4C North of Murray, Kentucky,
plies.Phone 753-8168.
all work guaranteed. Free pick Prompt expert service. 15 years Kelly's Pest Control.
A11C
AlIC Will make good.
Mother's Day
phone 753-1862 or 753-9457. April up and
delivery. Free estimate. exPerience. Ben W. Dyer,
NEW
PLYMOUTH
garden
gifts.
For
appointment
to
see
or
24C
1970 YAMAHA 350 -R-5. 713hone
Antique or natural finish. ,Jerry Mayfield, Kentucky, phone 247- TWO BEDROOM duplex with
- H.P. Briggs and Stratton
FAB-If-TRIP(
price information call 753-2462 or tillers,5
753-3597.
-ELROLUX SALES & Ser. McCoy,753-3045.
AIIP 753-5170.
.11072.
April
engine
with
forward
Main
and
314
April
reverse
stove; refrigerator, ail- coii-17Al3C
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
$139.95 Roby Sales, Highway 68,
Tues.-Wed. Only
ditioner,. washer and
dryer.
21" PHILCO TV, 4 drawer metal
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- WILL MOW lawns, now and a
Benton, Kentucky, phone 5271 Table
Couple only. 1714 Wells Exsummer.
Phone
753-8550
filing cabinet, four chair break- MALE DACHSHUND Puppy, 9368.
after
tnington, Kentucky.
TFC
tended. Phone 753-3696.
TFC
A15P
AU. FABRIC 14 Price
6:00 p.m.
fast set, &niter wheel ,gripder three months old. No papers.
May3C
We can quickly fix
Price
$30.00.
Phone
753-2462.
Al
wKthnôtfthetàl
HOMELIIE_SAWS___
uue or 100
'
CARPENTER WILL do small
ONE • BEDROOM furnished
FOR--•YOUR
bedstead, three 4' metal clamps
auction sale needs
CREOSOTE
D
POLES
ipid
jobs.
Panto
All
types
aPiriric_eritiniiid students,.
of
work,
13
years
Waldrop
for itu•niture, three new-linoleum
contact Otto Chester's Auctio
Saw
&
treated lumber.- Maestyrotoam
experience. Have own tools.
air conditioned. Two blocks from
TRIANGL
INN
E
rugs. Phone 753-9670: -Service, 4t5-4042, Lynn Grove.
ADP
Lock_Shop _
logs for dock flotation. -Murray
Phone 753-1737.
University. Phone 753-4684. Al3C
Al2P
. 7534953
CompTere Suction service. ' •
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
I4NC
207
S.
7th
ENNIS SS & XB Restaurant
Street
ol) 4 34
ITC
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
TWO BEDROOM brick, located
tOse-every time!
MACHINE SERVICE
INTERIOR, EXTERIO at Almo Heights. Couple only or
per case I 100 books). Sold in case
We
pick up & deliver
painting; any size job. All work small family. Phone 474lots only. Letlger & Times Office
CALL 753-2310
USED STOVE, 22,000 BTU air
Discount Sewing &
guaranteed. Use first quality, 2369.
Supply,103 North 4th Street.
Al3C
- conditioner, lawn mower, and
for SEARS extra-low
Stereo renter
_
paint. Free estimate. Call Stave
TFzlC
high chair. Call 753-6409. A13C.
•
Slabs
Todd,
azel,
753-8495.
Ky.
TFC
492-8812
Satalatil prise.
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
SA
at Sears. Ca
•Sawdust
apartment, air conditioned, one
-Sjars for all y0111-fene1ng neer/g. VINDALE TRAILER with V
block from campus. Couples or
HELP -WANTED
-Chain _link-Redwood and Far Expando and 10' x 20' Carport,
HELP _WANTED
singfis--oftly
:-Available May 1st.
like
new
throughout.
Call 753Fences. Now on sale. Exper
Also new two bedroom furnished
Al3P
Installation available. Call Larry 9351.
duplex, central heat and air
Lyles for free estimate,753conditioned,
carpeted. Available
Puryear,
Catalog
AKC
REGISTERE
Sales
Tenn.
D Setter Bird
Office
2310.
Phone 901-247-3761
May 1
May-12: Phone 753-9135 or7-763- •
Dog puppies, Flaming Star. 8
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
TFC
MAKE BEATEN down carpet weeks old. Phone 753-5973-after
ADC
nap at doorways bright and fluffy 4:00 pin:
AVAILABLE NOW complet FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
again with Blue Lustre. Big K.
TWO ROOM furnished apartREAL ESTATE FOR SALE listing of all Calloway County installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Belaire Shopping Center. A15C 18 FOOT travel trailer. Winston
autos and trucks. Shows license
• Excellent opportunity to those who qualify. Immediate
ment' with shower-bath, on
Traveler ). Completely self- TWO BEDROOM frame with number, owner, address, mak
openings for one with teaching, coaching or principal
Murray-Mayfield Highway near
If You
BELTONE FACTORY fresh contained, sleeps six, used only aluminum„ siding, carpeted and and model of vehicle. A must fo
experience, need tn.') more, one with degree and another
Shady Oaks Trailer Court. Phone
hearing aid batteries for all 3400 miles. Has Coleman fur- redecorated. 417 South 10th service stations, insuranc• without educational requirements but both with proven
753-4552.,
Miss
A13P
• initiative
make hearing aids. Wallis
agencies, salesmen, parking lo
• nance, bathroom with shower, Street. Make us a bid.
required of a sales person.
three
burner
stove,
Drugs.
spare
tire
and
On Highway 641 North, frame, operators, etc. Inquire at th
Al2C
Phone...
•
TWO
BEDROOM
modern
jacks. Call 753-3858 for further two bedrooms, two acres land Credit Bureau of Murray or
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL
apartment,
unfurnished
with
Information.
Al7C
with
deep
phone
well
753-5572.
or
city water.
A13
1957 CHEVROLET Headers for
built-in oven and range, .air
Immediate possession. Will
Before 5:00 p.m.
sale or will trade for 1963
and
conditioned. $110.00' per month,
consider a trade on either of these
Chevrolet Headers.437-4526, Al2C
Of
all
utilities included. See at 7102
houses. Phones 753-2878.
Phone 753-8692
A13C
•
Poplar, Murray or phone Far504 Main
ONE 8'x48' real nice mobile
mington 382-2299.
A17C
Behind Peoples Bank
LOT ON Peggy Ann Drive,
home.-Apply-in person Brandon
Between
6:00
p.m.
90x150'. Phone 753-2632 after 5:00
DRESSES
WANTED:
GENERAL
farm
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court,
WANTED GOOD painter, body
p.m.
Al3P
Are Now On SALE
7:00 p.m. In The worker, full time. Call 489-2601 man and mechanic. Top pay and TWO-2 Bedroom apartments, one
Murray Drive an Theatre Enafter 5p.m.
A11C benefits for right men. Phone 753- furnished, one unfurnished
trance.
Al2C
Evening
.
19' SELF CONTAINED Utopia NICE THREE bedroom brick.
2927 after 6:00 p.m.
If you know your route
Al4F AiTailable immediately. Phone
$2500.00
equity
assume
and
loan,
SALES PERSON. Apply for rapid
.FOR better cleaning, to keep travel trailer. Sold new $3,800.
boy's number, please call
Ronald W. Churchill, 753-2736 or
less than 10 years to pay. Phone
advancement in person to Steve WANTED ORGANIST to play 10
colors gleaming, use Blue Lustre Will take offer or trade for used
him first. If you get no
753-8395.
A13C
to
12
hours
weekly.
492-8264.
Prefer
one
TFC
mobile
Walker,
home.
Big K Shoe Department,
Phone 436carpet cleaner. Rent • electric
results then call JAhn
Opens
7
with
dining
room
experience.
a.m.
No
Murray,Kentucky.
Al3C
A11C
shampooer $1. Begley Drug 2145.
Pasco Jr. at the above
phone calls. Apply Colonial
AUTOS FOR SALE
Store,Central Shopping Cennumber
during
the
hours
Poilar
12th
&
Street
MUST
appreciate
SEE
to
A15(
WANTED ONE good painter, House Smorgasbord.
ter.
listed
A 15C 1961-'2 TON CilEVY pickup, new Beautiful 3 bedroom brick home;
paint and new tires $400.00 10'
body man and mechanic. Top pay WANTED AUTO clean up men. 1958 DODGE :ifation wagon:
and benefits for right man. Phone Phone 753-6881 days.
aluminum boat and 7 H.P. motor, Camelot Addition, 2 baths
A13P $25.00. Good engine and tranTRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
central heat and air, carpeting,
753-2927 after 6:00 p.m.
A14P
smission. Phone 436-5331. AlIC
East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Wili $125.00, or will sell separately. built-in stove and dishwasher,
WANTED
EXPERIE
NCED
finance two-thirds.. at $135.00 a 1965 Oldsmobile 88 four door, full formal dining room, terraced
WANTED BEAUTY Operator to Welder. Apply in person to Five
power, air conditioning, $800.00.
month. Call 753-6202 or 753- "
patio, Lear garage, large storage
A13C 19ART
.65
work in local shop, four days per Points Welding Shop.
GT, $300.00. 1965
Phone 436-2145.
A
13C
3648.
area. Call 753-9556.
Al2P
TFC
week. Established clientele. All NEEDED FOUR women for Rambler,$35.00.-Phone 492inquires confidential. Write P.O. profitable part time beauty 8603.
Al1C
BEAUTIFUL TOY Poodle
GOOD IN VESiMENT property • Harold Swift Masonry Contractor is now specializing
counseling cosmetics. Phone
1971
Box 32-V, Murray, KenHOLLY
PARK
12'x65'
puppies, AKC registered, wornearly two acres in heart of town,
tucky.
A11C between 7:00 and 9:00 p.m., 489in water-proof basements.
med. Phone 901-642-2727, Van mobile home, unfurnished. Phone near 8th and Sycamore
1969 DATSUN 2000. Good conand the
2416.
days
762-6280,
nights:'
753-9274.
Al3C dition. Priced
Cleave Kennels, Highway 79
at $1,100.00. Must
hospital. Nice retirement home
GRADUATE
MECHANIC
See
at
8
Riviera
AL
Courts.
May
15C
South Paris,Tennessee.
A11C
sell. Phone 753-3763.
WANT TO BUy,
AllP
sight. Buyer gets land, old 9 room
engineer - Interested in and or
experience in automation. To WANT TO BUY good used 26"
LITTLE GIRL'S shorts and home, and remodeling material.
FULL BLOODED treeing walker dresses,
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-6311 work in engineering department Boy's bicycle. Phone 753-5835 1960 FORD PANEL truck,
sizes 4-5 and 8. Good A sound buy at $9,850.00. Phone
hound pups. Phone 753-7108. A 12C condition,
Aprill8C
of a firm designing 4nd building after 5:00p.m.
very reasonable. Also 753-7620 or 753-9912.,
AI1C $125.00. Phone 753-8407.
Al2C
brickmaking equipment and
FOR SALE OR RENT
MOUSE TRAILER or take over lady's size 16. 18,000 BTU air BY OWNER: Three bedrooms,
SMALL WORLD
WANT
speed
bicycle.
BUY
TO
conditioner,
plants.
-Must have shop , and
brown vinyl recliner,
ELECTRONICS
lAyments of $56.00 monthly with
1965 GTO, BLACK, automatic
family, living and dining room,
10'x40' MOBILE HOME, almoSt fabrication
Sales and Service
TFNC
knowledge and Phone 767-2655.
small down payment. Good two twin mattresses and box 13/4 baths, utility room, storage
transmission. Best offer. Phone
We repa ,r
new.
Apply
in
person
Dill's
at
Radios, TV's,
coordination. Northwest Tencondition, 10'x52'. Phone 435-5801 springs, 8 mm Kodak movie room and carport,
753-9581.
Al7C
WANT TO BUY 9'x12 or 10'x I2'
Trailer Court by Murray Drive In nessee area
fireplace,
Electrical Appliances
resident preferred.
or -4154805.
mic camera and projector set. Phone large shady lot. Near Universit
•
worn out carpet. Phone 753Theatre entrance. See Brandon Salary
753-4487,
open. Send resume to
A13C and Elementary school.
307 N 4
753-6091
Phone
Al2C Lingl Corporation, P.O. Box 106 7410.
A13C VOLKSWAGEN, 1966 light blue,
MCCANKEY REGISTER and
rebuilt engine4,new clutch and
753-9770. •
Al4C
Dresden,
Tennessee
38225.
AtDayton grocery scale. phone 753- SOW AND Pigs. Phone-753WANT
TO BUY round oak table, pressure elate, new tires
LOST & FOUND
and
tention:
Engineering
2987.
DepartAl3C
AlINC
9021.
in good condition. Phone-498DST FEMALE
shocks. Nice, $675.1g. „phone 753Pug dog
•
ment.
A 14C 8749.
KENIANA SHORES - large lake wearing flea collar in'vicinity of
Al3C 8124.
Al7C
•
ONE INSIDE door:, .and two TAPPAN GAS range, good acess lots for $795.00 and up. 308 South 16th Street. Fawn color
copies
March
17
BUY
WANT
TO
WATCHMAN
wi
NIGHT
duties
'.lavatAns. Sae at-the Ledger,& ondition. May be seen at 1102 $10.00 down and $11100 per month, with smutty face.
If you have any
light janitorial chores. Inquire of Ledger & Tirrigs, Please bring 1966 cHEvELLE -ss 396, all
Star and.all'utiliiitaa,availibla, isfamiliciiiadeuid alligo
6gLiKaip
North 4th Street...No „power, stereo,* many other ex•
' Street.

The Youth Shop
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'The French Connection' Wins
Five Academy Awards Monday
plated statuette for best adress
as the classy, cynical call girl
of "Klute."
Honors for supporting players
in Monday night's 44th annual
movie academy presentations
went to Ben Johnson and Cloris
Leachrnan of "The Last Picture
Show."
Johnson played the pool hallmovie house-cafe proprietor
and central citizen of a small,
dusty Texas town. Miss Leachman portrayed the sex-starved,

Kentucky Roundup

-- -

Bishop Reed...

Final Theatre Play
Will Be Staged Here_
4•Yoe're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown," the final major
production of the Readers'
Theatre at Murray State
University this year, will bring
to the stage the simple wisdom
of characters in the "Peanutsj
comic strip created by 'ries
Schulz.
Scheduled in the UniversitySchool Auditorium April 13-1415 at 7:30 p.m. on each date, the
musical comedy deals with a
day in the lives of the little
grown-ups', showing them as
they run the gamut of moodsfrom frustrations and despair to
fulfillment and happiness.
Adapted_ by Clark Gesner, the
show will feature not only oral
interpretation and comedy, but
for the first time, the six cast
members will sing and dance.
Directed by Mrs. Pelly.
Zanetta, speech qb.sucteerand
,
Miss Judy MedfOra of Dallas
Texas, a graduate assistant in
speech, the Readers' Theatre
production is sponsoi•WIM
Pi Phi Delta honorary oral
interpretation fraternity. Members of the last are:
Mark Tinsley, Murray freshman, as Charlie Brown; Jan
Hammond,Louisville juntar, as
Nancy -Merrell,
Lucy;
Madisonville junior, is,Pa
Joe Spiceland, Paducah
.11
as Lintrsr
Louisville junior, as Schroeder+
Arensmad;
Jeanie
and
Metropolis, Ill., junior, as
SnooPyTicketes are $1 per person
and are on sale in the lobby of
the Waterfield Student Union
Building. They will also be
available for sale at the door.

yd.
'unfaithful wife of the high
-school football coach.
Named the best foreign-language film was Vittorio De
Sica's "The Garden of the Finzi
Continia," a story of a rich
Jewish family in wartime Italy.
Isaac Hayes won the best
song award for his "Theme
from Shaft."
The emotional peak for a
finery-spangled audience of 2,900 in the Music Center Pavilion came with the appearance
of white-haired Charlie Chaplin
'to receive an honorary Oscar
and a standing, roaring ovation.
_
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)-7-Objectors to Kentucky Utilitiiie - "Words are so- fuhre7so
feeble," he said in a halting,
proposed $13-.8 million eleciric rate increase qUestioned
shallow voice,after acknowledg'witnesses through the day Mondayand into ansetuseel evening
ing the long ovation with
Public Service Commission session as they searched for weak
- waves, smiles, thrown kisses
.,po4its in KU's position.
and slight bows.
PSC Chairman Williere Logan called last night's session with
"I can only say thank you
the hope of completing cross -exiimination of the company's
the honor of inviting me here.
witnesses. Later, objectors will call their own witnesses.
You're wonderful, sweet
The privately owned utility is asking PSC approval of an
people."
average 17 per cent rate increase.
The opoosition questioned KU'iëontèntionthIllt will have 1,e-- Master of ceremonies Jack
remmon handed him a Chapspend $77.5 million in the next five years for pollution control
facilities. Asst. Atty. Gen. Laura Murrell said only..abpdt.$15 linesque cane and bowler, the
hat falling off his head as
million of the expenditure is required as of the present day, with
and/technology.
regulations
did a, comic gesture
Chaplin
furture
on
depending
remainder
the
,
with it. The comedian's 'wife
Oona- and'stars'of• the- show
Mum.nal,'HY..
reprimanded Patrolman James Hatcher Monday for Actions *gathered around him as the orchestra played a Chaplin song,
stemming from a disturbance at a local tavern.
The speciathearing of the corrunission dealt with charges with "Smile."
Academy President Daniel
grew from a complaint against two patrolmen by Gatewood
Taradash had introduced the
Galbraith,a graduate student at the University of Kentucky.
Galbraith alleged that Hatcher tried to choke him during the longtime self-exile from Hollydisturbance March 11, and that another patrolman, Robert Giles, wood to receive, six days short
of his 83rd birthday, the award
grabbed him by the hair.
Giles was cleared of the misconduct charge after testifying that for "the Inealculable effect he
he had grabbed Galbraith by the hair and Hatcher by the back to has had in making motion pictures the art form of this centutry to separate the two.
_ rY•''
WASHINGTON ( API-Seventy Kentucky elementary and
Chaplin appeared onstage
secondary schools have asked to join the federal breakfast after a showing of clips from
prograin, but testimony Monday before the Senate Select Com- his films-Chaplin the "Little
mittee On Nutrition brought out that no decision has been made to Tramp" sleeping in the lap of a
seek Nada fee the project.
ceremoniously .unveiled statue,
Thegentucky Scho-Ols are amon0,000Tn the Mith31101111tMglor using the referee as his shieldthe prelgratn to be funded.
m a boxing Mita; eating his
shoe in "The Gold
boiled
°RT. Ky. (AP)-The Kentucky beparbnent- of Rush."
of
population
daily
average
the
that
..t...corrections has reported
Among leading contenders for
• Inmates at Kentucky's two main correctional institutions were Oscars "Fkkliet on the Roof".
well above capacity tinetng_the last fiscal year..
three---fiii--ensir-:
-iBum -won
-Tne
The largest daily population was reported at the
tography,
sound and scoring.
or
'senates,
security facility atLaGrands,--which averaged 1,791
'Nicholas and Alexandra'"-- won
•
capacity,:
cent
per
149
fan Luatunle design, artThe state penitentiary nsar*EddiviBe had an average daily tion and set decoration.
population of 1,036 or 130 per cent capacity.
The five awards for "The
French Connection" included
two for Ernest Tidyman's adaptation and Jerry Greenberg's
editing.
The other writing award went
SAIGON ( AP )-South Vietnamese forces abandoned a second
district town north of-Saigon Monday, but the Saigon government to Paddy Chayefsky for his
claimed more than 500 enemy troops killed 0_1111w nortiLernfront Original_ script - of..".The, Hospibelow the demilitarized zone and an entire tank battalion tal."
destroyed there by U.S. B52 bombers.
The show was telecast to 39
There were conflicting reports about, North Vietnamese troop countries including, by NBC esmovements in the border...Mice Iterlh_of Saigon. An American timate, 75 million U.S. viewers.
general said the enemy forces that swept down Highway 13 had
Union dilculties that- could
been badly battered and were on the run back to Cambodia. But have ntiered with telecasting
other field reports said the North Vietnamese were moving
were averted in the last hours.
reinforcements into South Vietnam.
HOLLYWOOD (AP)- "The
French Connection," a slambang modern thriller about
New-. York Police chasing narcotics smugglers, ifas won the
Oscar race with five Academy.
awards including best picture
of the year.
The star of the film, Gene
Hackman, won _the best- actor
award. William Friedkin, the
film's director, received the
best director Oscar. the
goldJane Fonda won
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Mrs. Maureen Miracle, Western Kentucky Field Representative for the Kentucky Chapter of the
Arthritis Foundation, pictured extreme right on the back row, presented awards to local persons for
their work in the recent Arthritis Drive in which $2,724.73 was raised. The goal was $1200. Receiving
awards at the meeting of the Xi Alpha GAM= Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi, were back row, left to
right, Mrs. Ray Sims, Mrs. James R. Allbritten, Mrs. A.H. Titsworth, Mrs. Hoyt Roberts, and Mrs.
Gerry Requarth; front row, Miss Aida Garrison, Mrs. Wallace Ford, Miss Ruth Titsworth, Mrs.
Bruce Thomas, and Mrs. Pd Gardner.

Mason Jones'
Funeral ,To-day

Awards Given At Xi Alpha Gamma-ha
f Beta Sigma Phi Meet; Officers Named

Ma,son Jonof Hardin Route
One,age 58
,-clied Sunday at7;15(
a.m. a4.-the Benton MunicipalHospital. He was a member of
the/New Zion Baptist Church.
The Hardin man is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Stella Jones of
Hardin Route One;-.three

eXL Alpha Gammachapter of Beta Sigma Phi met
at-the Comriatrilty Center on
April 6 for the regular meeting
-with the president, Mrs. Ray
Sims presiding.
Mrs. Gerry Requarth introduced the guest speaker for
;Maareen-bitettelei
Field Representative .for the
Kentucky Arthritis Foundation,
who told the members and other
guests of the work now being
done' in Kentucky by the Arthritis Foundation and urged
those present to acquaint
themselves with the program..
She also spoke of the help
available tnarthritics.
At the conclusion of her
program awards were
presented to Mrs'. Fred Gardner and Mrs. Gerry Requarth,
Co-Chairman for the Calloway
County Fund raising drive:
Guests accepting awards were,
"Mis. A.H. Titiworth, Special
Gifts Chairman; Mrs. Hoyt
Roberts, representing B. &
P.W. Club and Clubs and

r •1

Organization chairmanftuth
Titsworth, representing A.O. Pi
Sintrity and -T4-•Day Chairman; Mrs. James Rudy
Allbritten, Treasurer; Sheila .
Garrison, representing Cherry
Corner B.Y.W. and Poster and
Change Chairman, Mrs..
NatibutrSecretartes
Association with Linda Farley
as Victory March Chairman;
Mrs. Charles L. Outland, Rural
Chairman; Mrs. Jerry Bowden,
Professional Chairman; Mrs.
Bruce Thomas, Publicity and
Mrs.. Wallace Ford Xi Alpha
Gamma Owner Beta Sigma
Phi, Business Gifts Chairman.
Following the program, the
business meeting was held with
the main interest being the
election of officers for, the
corning year. The following
members were elected by
secret ballott to hold office the
1972-73 year:,President._ Mrs,_
John Emerson; vice-president,
Mrs. Fred Gardner; recording
Gerry
Mrs.
secretary,
Requarth; corresponding
secretary, Mrs. Richard Ford;
treasurer, _Mrs._ -Franklin
Robinson; anirlistinsion officer, Mrs. Bruce Thomas.
Vote by secret ballot was also
taken for Girl of the'Year.'The
recipient of this award will be
made known at the Founders
Day Banquet later this month.
A thank you was extended to

St. John's Episcopal
Folk Mass. The public -131-13v.-- vited.
Thursday, April 13 -8:00 amt.
Breakfast meeting at the home
of Dr. and Mrs. Michael Gardone; 12:30 p.m. Luncheon at
the Student Union Building;
7:00 p.m. dinner meeting at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Don
Burchfield.
Friday, April 14 - 8:00 a.m.
Breakfast meeting at the home
of Dr. and Mrs. Jules Harcourt.
Sunday, April le.- 9:30 a.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church.
Bishop Reed will celebrate a
Festival Eucharest, and Rev.
Stephen R. Davenport III,
Vicar, will present eandidates
for the Rite of Confirmation. A
peace banner made by the
Junior and senior young
people's Church School class
will be carried for the first time
in-tba,processional. The public
is invited to attend this festive
celebration.

Lawrence'of Benton,- Mrs.
Gerald Freeman of Hardin
• Route One, and Mrs. Dotson
Futrell of Cadiz; three sisters,
Mrs. Ws Lee and Mrs. Reba
Ross, both of Hinton, and Mrs.
Beulah Uzzle of Becton Route
One; two brothers, Chester
Jones of Benton and Clay Jones
of Benton Route One; seven
grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. C. C.
Brasher officiating. Nephews
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three the Royal. Arch Masons of
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NEW YORK ( APjp-Author Clifford Irving and his wife Edith
Thursday, April LI. .
convicts, which he -fought dgughters, Mrs. J.W. Myers of Kentucky in 1968.69, was a
have been named in a $650,000law suit filed by McGraw-Hill,Inc., association. The next meeting
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the Fort Campbell schools.
after pleading guilty to charges in connection with the fake book.
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People In The News

Apollo. . .
--(Ciintinued from PVigely
-1:Weingse of The Apollo-a-bi- cident, all Apollo crews now enter medical isolation three
weeks before launch. Since
March 27, the astronatIts have
been confined to three area§ of
the-splee-tindert--thetr trem-- quarters, theler ining building
and the launch pad.
Only 109 persons are authorized to work directly with
them. All, including the spacemen, have been -immunized
against common diseases.
Following the physical
exams, Young and Duke plan
to rehearse the first Of three 7hour surface .excursiorts 'they
have scheduled as they become
the first men to explore the
moon's mountainous highlands
in search of volcanic evidence.
Mattingly'plans, to board the
command ship simulator later
today to practice experiments
_he will conduct while orbiting
the mo9n alone.
•

Twenty Persons Are
Citetily-Poke
Twenty persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
and ther Kentucky State Police
to appear later in the Murray
City Court on Saturday,Sunday
-and Monday.
- They were _four for reckless
driving, one for driving while
intoxicated, one for driving
while irdinieatedend improper
registration; one for .skiving
while intoxicated and no
operator's license, three for -public drunkenness, three for
gieeding-one_Loc,nu_opera_tor'_s_
license and vagrancy, one for
permitting unauthorized person
to " operate vehicle, one for
improper registration, one for
drunk and disorderly, one for no
operator's license and improper
registration,
one
for
disregarding a stop sign, and
one for reckless driving, no
registration
plates, and
inadequate silencer, according
to citation reports.

Purchase. Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service April 11, 1972
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes _9
Buying Stations •
,
Receipts: - Act. 793 ER. 800
Barrows and Gilts 50 cents
higher Sows-steady to 25 cents
higher
•
US'1-2 200-230 lbs., 22.75-23.00
few select 1-23.25
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 22.25-22.75,
US.2-4.240-260 liva 21.75-22.25
US 1-4 260-280 lbs., 21.25-21.75
Sows
US i-2 270-350 lbs., 19.50-20.50
US 1-3 300-500 lbs., Woo-ri.so
US 1-3 500-650 lbs., 19.50-20.50
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 18.00-19.00
Boars 17.00-18:50'
WOW CAMP 592
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet Thursday,
April 13, at seven p.m. at the
Woodmen Hall.' Refreshments
will be served. All members are
urged to attend.
ARTS AND CRAFTS
The Arts and Crafts Club will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Greene.0. Wilson, Lynn _prove
Road, on Wednesday, April 12,
at 2:30 p.m.
MEET CHANGED
The ••
South . Murray
Homemakers nub will meet ate ligpie_ of Mrs. Rayinond-.
on edneSd ;.A
of te pace
pc(-‘1(pusiv announ(
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